
LT1070 Design Manual

Three terminal monolithic linear voltage regulators appeared
almost 20 years ago, and were almost immediately success-
ful for a variety of reasons. In particular, there were relatively
few engineers capable of designing a good linear voltage
regulator. The new devices were also easy to use, and inex-
pensive. In currently popular parlance they were "expert sys-
tems", containing a good deal of their designer's knowledge
in silicon form. Because of these advantages, the regulators
quickly eclipsed discrete and earlier monolithic building
blocks and dominated the market.

More recently, there has been increasing interest in
switching·based regulators. Switching regulators, with their
high efficiency and small size, are increasingly desirable as
overall package sizes have shrunk. Unfortunately, switching
regulators are also one of the most difficult linear circuits to
design. Mysterious modes, sudden failures, peculiar regula·
tion characteristics and just plain explosions are common
occurrences during the design of a switching regulator.

Most switching regulator ICs are building blocks. Many dis-
crete components are required, and substantial expertise is
assumed on the part of the user. Some newer devices in·
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clude the power switch on the die, but still require a signif·
icant amount of engineering to apply. Finally, there has
been a notable lack of comprehensive and practical applica·
tion literature support from manufacturers.

These considerations are reminiscent of the state of linear
regulator design when the first three terminal monolithic
regulators appeared. Given this historical lesson, the
LT1070five terminal switching regulator has been designed
for ease of use and economy. It does not require the user to
be well schooled in switching regulator design, and is versa·
tile enough to be used in all the popular switching regulator
configurations. To obtain maximum user benefit, a signif·
icant applications effort has been associated with this part.
This note covers both ancillary tutorial material as well as
direct operating considerations for the part. It is intended to
be used "as required". For those in a mission-oriented
hurry, much of the discussion can be ignored, and bread·
boards constructed with a high probability of success. The
more academically inclined reader may choose to peruse
the material more carefully. Either approach is valid, and
the note is intended to satisfy both.
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PREFACE

Smaller Versions of the LT1070

Since this application note was written, several new ver-
sions of the LT1070have been developed. The LT1071and
LT10n are identical to the LT1070except for switch cur-
rent ratings, 2.5A and 1.25A, respectively. Designs which
result in lower switch currents can take advantage of the
cost savings of these smaller chips. Design equations for
the LT1071and LT10n are identical to the LT1070with the
following exceptions:

=5A
=2.5A
= 1.25A
::::0.20
::::0.40
::::0.80
::::8AIV
::::4AIV
::::2AIV

LT1070
LT1071
LT10n
LT1070
LT1071
LT1072
LT1070
LT1071
LT10n

Vc Pin to Switch Current
Transconductance

Also available in the 2nd quarter of 1989will be 100kHzver·
sions of the LT1070/71172.

Inductance Calculations

Feedback from readers of AN19 shows that there is confu-
sion about the use of Lli to calculate inductance values. Lli
is the change in inductor or primary current during switch
"on" time, and the suggested value is approximately 20%
of the peak current rating of the LT1070switch (5A), or in
some cases, 20% of the average inductor current. This
20% rule-of-thumb is designed to give near maximum out-
put power for a given switch current rating. If maximum
output power is not needed, much smaller inductors/trans-
formers may be used by allowing Lli to increase. The
design approach is to calculate peak inductor/switch cur·
rent (Ip) using the formulas provided in AN19, with L= 00.

Then compare this current to the peak switch current. The
difference is the "room" allowable for LlI;

LlIMAX= 2 (ISWITCH(PEAKj-Ip).

This formula assumes continuous mode operation. If LlI,
as calculated by this formula, exceeds Ip, it may be possi-
ble to go to discontinuous mode operation, with further reo
ductions in inductance. Discontinuous mode requires
higher switch currents and not all the AN19 topologies
show design equations for this mode, but it should defi-
nitely be considered for very low output powers or where
inductor/transformer size is critical. All topologies work
well in discontinuous mode with the exception of fully
isolated flyback. Drawbacks of discontinuous mode in·
elude higher output ripple and slightly lower efficiency.

Example 1: Negative buck convertor with VIN= - 24V,
Your: - 5V, lour: 1.5A

. (VIN- VOUT)(VOUT)
Ip(equation 37)= lOUT+ 2 V f (L ) -lour: 1.5A

- IN- - ::::00

LlIMAX= 2(lsw -Ip) = 2(5-1.5) = 7A (1070)
= 2(2.5-1.5) = 2A (1071)
= 2(1.25-1.5) = NA (1072)

The LT10n is too small (Ip> Isw), so select the LT1071,
which yields a maximum Lli of 2A. A conservative value
of actual Lli is selected at 1A. This allows room for effi-
ciency losses and variations in component values. Using
equation 37:

L (VIN- VOUT)(VOUT)_ (24-5)(5) =99 H
- VIN(LlI)-f (24)(1)(40k) p.

Example 2: Flyback converter with VIN= 6V, VOUT=
± 15V@35mA, and 5V@0.2A, N = 0.4 (primary to 5V sec-
ondary). For calculations, the entire output power of 2.05W
is referred to the 5V secondary, yielding one value for
N(OA),VOUT(5V),and lOUT= OA1A.
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Using Equation 79:
lOUT(VOUT ~ (VIN)(VOUT)

IP=T v;; + N) + 2efe(VOUT+ N VIN)e(L= 00)-

0.41A (5V . 1\
. 0.75 6V + O.~ = 0.674A

The LT1072 is large enough to handle this current,
yielding;

III MAX = 2 (1.25A- 0.674A)= U5A

Using a conservative value of O.7Afor III (note that this is
56% of the 1.25A Max LT1072switch current, not 20%),
and equation 77,yields:

L = (VIN)(VOUT) (6)(5)
Illef(VOUT+ N VIN)- (0.7)(40k)(5+ 0.4e6) -145/lH

Protecting the Magnetics

A second problem for LT1070designers has been protec-
tion of the magnetics under overload or short circuit
conditions. Physical size restraints often require induc-
tors or transformers which are not specified to handle the
full current limit values of the LT1070.This problem can be
handled in several ways.

1. Use an LT1071or LT1072 if full load current require-
ments allow it.

2. Take advantage of the fact that the LT1070current limit
drops at higher temperatures. The worst-case current limit
values shown on the old data sheets allow for both tem-
perature extremes with one specification. New data
sheets will specify a maximum of 10A for the LT1070,5A
for the LT1071,and 2.5A for the LT1072at temperatures of
25°C or higher. Be aware that the temperature dependence
of current limit has been improved considerably on the
LT1070since the original data sheet was printed. The old

value was greater than - 0.3%/oC, while the new figure is
under - 0.1%/oC. The current limit graphs on the new data
sheets reflect this improved characteristic.

3. Reconsider the necessity of limiting the inductor/trans-
former current to the manufacturers' specification. Maxi-
mum current ratings in many cases are determined by
core saturation considerations. Allowing the core to satu-
rate does not harm the core. Core or winding damage
occurs only if temperatures rise so far that material
properties are permanently altered. Core saturation used
to be considered a "fatal" condition for conventional
switchers because currents would "run away" and destroy
switches or diodes. The LT1070 limits current on an
instantaneous cycle-by-cycle basis, preventing current
"run away" even with grossly overdriven cores. The major
consideration then is the heating effect of the winding cur-
rent (12 R).Under short circuit conditions, winding currents
in inductors are nearly constant at the current limit value
of the LT1070.Transformer secondarywinding currents are
nearly constant at 1/N times the LT1070current limit. This
assumes that the core is not heavily saturated. If the core
saturates significantly below the current limit values, RMS
winding current will be significantly /owerthan the current
limit. The best way to resolve this complex situation is to
actually measure core/winding temperature with a thermo-
couple under overload conditions. The thermocouple
should be "buried" as deeply as possible in the windings
and/or core to reflect peak temperatures. The magnetic
and electric fields generated by the switching may affect
the thermocouple meter. If this occurs, simply check the
temperature periodically by turning off power. Consult
with the magnetics manufacturer to determine peak
allowable temperatures, with permanent damage as the
criteria, not performance specifications. The major failure
mode is winding shorts caused by insulation melting.
High temperature insulation is available from most
manufacturers.
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New Switch Current Specification

The LT1070was specified at 5A peak switch current, for
duty cycles of 50% or less. At higher duty cycles the peak
current was limited to 4A. This abrupt change in specifi-
cation at 50% duty cycle was bothersome because many
designs operate near 50% duty cycle and require maxi·
mum possible output power.To solve this problem, switch
current limit on new data sheets will be specified as a lin·
early decreasing function, from 5A at 50% duty cycle to 4A
at 80% duty cycle. The LT1071and LT1072will also be
specified this way.

High Supply Voltages

It has become apparent that many applications for the
LT1070have maximum input voltages which exceed 40V.
The straightforward approach is to use the "HV" devices
which are specified at 60V,but in some cases the standard
part can be used at lower cost simply by dropping supply
voltage with a zener diode as shown. The LT1070supply
pin (VIN)requires only a few volts to operate, so in most
cases the unregulated input voltage range is not compro-
mised with this zener.Zener dissipation can be calculated
from Iz",6mA + Isw(0.0015+ DC/40):

Isw= LT1070average switch current during "on" time
DC= duty cycle

For Isw= 4A, DC= 30%; Iz= 42mA.

A 20Vzener would dissipate (20)(42)= 0.84W.Note that this
power would be dissipated anyway in the LT1070,so no
loss in efficiency occurs. The resistor, Rz, is necessary for
startup. Without it, a latch-off condition exists where the
VIN pin sits more than 16V negative with respect to the
switch pin. If the LT1070is not switching and the FB pin is
below O.5V,the LT1070is in the "isolated flyback" mode
where it is trying to regulate the VINto Vsw voltage. When
this voltage exceeds 16V, the regulator thinks it should
reduce duty cycle to zero, resulting in a permanent
"no·switching" state. Rz forces the VINpin to rise enough
to initiate startup. The user need not be concerned that

the VIN to ground pin voltage exceeds 40V during this
state because Rz is too large to allow harmful currents to
flow.

Some attention needs to be paid to Cz. The LT1070is very
tolerant of noise and ripple on the VIN pin, but Cz may be
necessary in some applications. The problem is that 01
must charge Cz when power is applied. If power comes up
very rapidly, 01 might exceed its one cycle surge rating.

,..-----
I
I
I
I
I....L..

c-r""
(OPTIONAL~ I

I
I
I

Discontinuous "Oscillations" (Ringing)

Many customers have called about oscillations occurring
on the switch pin during a portion of the switch "off" time.
These are not oscillations. They are a damped ringing
caused by the transition to a zero-current state in the in-
ductor or transformer primary. At light loads, or with low
inductance values, inductor current will drop to zero duro
ing switch off time. This causes the inductor voltage to
collapse toward zero. In doing so, however,energy is trans·
ferred back to the inductor from the parasitic capacitance
of the switch, inductor, and catch diode. The inductor and
capacitance form a parallel resonant tank which "rings."
This ringing is not harmful as long as its peak amplitude
does not result in a negative voltage on the switch pin. It
can be damped, if desired, by paralleling the inductorl
primary with a series R/C damper, typically 1000-1 kO,and
500pF- 5000pF. Typical undamped ringing frequency is
100kHz-1MHz.
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The LT1070 is a current mode switcher. This means that
switch duty cycle is directly controlled by switch current
rather than by output voltage. Referring to the block diagram,
the switch is turned "on" at the start of each oscillator cycle.
It is turned "off" when switch current reaches a predeter·
mined level. Control of output voltage is obtained by using
the output of a voltage sensing error amplifier to set current
trip level. This technique has several advantages. First, it has
immediate response to input voltage variations, unlike ordi·
nary switchers which have notoriously poor line transient
response. Second, it reduces the 90° phase shift at midfre·
quencies in the energy storage inductor. This greatly sim·
plifies closed loop frequency compensation under widely
varying input voltage or output load conditions. Finally, it
allows simple pulse·by·pulse current limiting to provide maxi·
mum switch protection under output overload or short condi·
tions. A low·dropout internal regulator provides a 2.3V supply
for all internal circuitry on the LT1070. This low-dropout de·
sign allows input voltage to vary from 3V to 60V with virtu·
ally no change in device performance. A 40kHz oscillator is
the basic clock for all internal timing. It turns "on" the output
switch via the logic and driver circuitry. Special adaptive anti·
sat circuitry detects onset of saturation in the power switch
and adjusts driver current instantaneously to limit switch
saturation. This minimizes driver dissipation and provides
very rapid turn-off of the switch.

A 1.2V bandgap reference biases the positive input of the er·
ror amplifier. The negative input is brought out for output
voltage sensing. This feedback pin has a second function;
when pulled low with an external resistor, it programs the
LT1070 to disconnect the main error amplifier output and
connects the output of the flyback amplifier to the compara·
tor input. The LT1070 will then regulate the value of the fly·
back pulse with respect to the supply voltage. This flyback
pulse is directly proportional to output voltage in the tradi·
tional transformer coupled flyback topology regulator. By
regulating the amplitude of the flyback pulse, the output
voltage can be regulated with no direct connection between
input and output. The output is fully floating up to the break·
down voltage of the transformer windings. Multiple floating
outputs are easily obtained with additional windings. A spe·
cial delay network inside the LT1070 ignores the leakage
inductance spike at the leading edge of the flyback pulse to
improve output regulation.

The error signal developed at the comparator input is brought
out externally. This pin lYe) has four different functions. It is
used for frequency compensation, current limit adjustment,
soft starting, and total regulator shutdown. During normal
regulator operation this pin sits at a voltage between 0.9V
(low output current) and 2.0V (high output current). The error
amplifiers are current output (gm) types, so this voltage can
be externally clamped for adjusting current limit. Likewise, a
capacitor coupled external clamp will provide soft start.
Switch duty cycle goes to zero if the Vc pin is pulled to ground
through a diode, placing the LT1070 in an idle mode. Pulling
the Vc pin below 0.15V causes total regulator shutdown, with
only 50llA supply current for shutdown circuitry biasing.
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PIN FUNCTIONS
Input Supply (VIN)

The LT1070 is designed to operate with input voltages from
3V to 40V (standard) or 60V (HV units). Supply current is es-
sentially flat over this range at about 6mA (with zero output
current). With increasing switch current, the supply current
(during switch on-time) increases at a rate approximately 1/40
of switch current, corresponding to a forced hFEof 40 for the
switch.

Undervoltage lockout is incorporated on the LT1070 by sens-
ing saturation of the lateral PNP pass transistor which drives
an internal 2.3V regulator. A remote collector on this transis-
tor conducts current and locks out the switch for input volt-
ages below 2.5V. No hysteresis is used to maximize the
useful range of input voltage. Operating the regulator right at
the 2.5V threshold may result in a "burping" action as the
LT1070 turns on and off in response to wobbles in input volt-
age, but this will not harm the device. External undervoltage
lockout can be added if it is desirable to raise the threshold
voltage. The circuit shown in Figure 1 is one example of how
to implement this.

The threshold of this circuit is approximately Vz + 1.5V. Below
that voltage, D2 pulls the Vc pin low to shut off the regulator.

Ground Pin

The ground pin (case) of the LT1070 is important because it
acts as both the negative sense point for the internal error
amplifier and as the high current path for the 5A switch. This
is not normally good design practice, but was necessary in a
5-pin package configuration. To avoid degradation of load
regulation, Kelvin connections should be made to the ground
pin. This is done on the TQ·3 package by tying one end of the
package to power ground and the other end to the feedback
divider resistor (analog ground). This is illustrated in Figure 2.

For best load regulation, the resistance in the switch current
path must be kept low. 0.010 of wire resistance creates 50mV
drop at 5A switch current. This is a 1% change in a 5V output,
and actually causes the output to increase with increasing
load current.

SWITCH CURRENT!
PATH-KEEP

RESISTANCE TO
A MINIMUM

~FEEOBACK
DlVIOER

LOAO CURRENT
PATH-KEEP RESISTANCE

TO A MINIMUM

TO
OUTPUT (+)

TO OUTPUT GNO
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With the TO·220 package, (Figure 3) connect the feedback reo
sistor directly to the ground pin with a separate wire if no
case connection is made. The case can be used as a second
ground pin if desired.

Avoid long wire runs to the ground pin to minimize load
regulation effects and inductive voltages created by the high
dildt switch current. A ground plane will keep EMI to a
minimum.

Feedback Pin

The feedback pin is the inverting input to a single stage error
amplifier. The non·inverting input to this amplifier is internally
tied to a 1.244V reference as shown in Figure 4.

Input bias current of the amplifier is typically 350nA with the
output of the amplifier in its linear region. The amplifier is a

GND Vsw

Vc FB \ i V,N

TO
OUTPUT /

OUTPUT
DIVIDER

gm type, meaning that it has high output impedance with
controlled voltage·to-current gain (gm ",4400/Lmhos). DC volt·
age gain with no load is ",BOO.

The feedback pin has a second function; it is used to program
the LT1070 for normal or flyback·regulated operation (see de·
scription of block diagram). In Figure 4, 053 is biased with a
base voltage of approximately 1V. This clamps the feedback
pin to about OAV when current is drawn out of the pin. A cur·
rent of ",10/LA or higher through 053 forces the regulator to
switch from normal operation to flyback mode, but this
threshold current can vary from 3/LAto 30/LA. The L T1070 is in
flyback mode during normal startup until the feedback pin
rises above 0.45V. The resistor divider used to set output volt-
age will draw current out of the feedback pin until the output
voltage is up to about 33% of its regulated value.

SEPARATE
GROUND
PATH

1
SWITCH
CURRENT
PATH
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If it is desired to run the LT1070 in the fully isolated f1yback
mode, a single resistor is tied from the feedback pin to
ground. The feedback pin then sits at a voltage of ::::OAVfor
R = 8.2kn. The actual voltage depends on resistor value since
the feedback pin has about 2000 output impedance in this
mode. 500~ in the resistor will drop the feedback pin voltage
from 0.4V to 0.3V. Minimum current through the resistor to
guarantee flyback operation is 5O~. Actual resistor value is
chosen to fine-trim flyback regulated voltage. (See discussion
of isolated flyback mode operation and graphs of feedback
pin characteristics.)

An internal 300 resistor and 5.6V zener protect the feedback
pin from overvoltage stress. Maximum transient voltage is
± 15V. This high transient condition most commonly occurs
during fast fall time output shorts if a feedforward capacitor
is used around the feedback divider. If a feedforward capaci-
tor is used for DC output voltages greater than 15V, a resistor
equal to VouT/20mA should be used between the divider node
and the feedback pin as shown in Figure 5.

Keep in mind when using the LT1070 that the feedback pin
reference voltage is referred to the ground pin of the
regulator, and the ground pin can have switch currents ex-
ceeding SA. Any resistance in the ground pin connection will
degrade load regulation. Best regulation is obtained by tying
the grounded end of the feedback divider directly to the
ground pin of the LT1070, as a separate connection from the
power ground. This limits output voltage errors to just the
drop across the ground pin resistance instead of multiplying
it by the feedback divider ratio. See discussion of ground pin.

300 FEEDBACK
PIN

Compensation Pin (yc)

The Vc pin is used for frequency compensation, current limit-
ing, soft start, and shutdown. It is the output of the error am-
plifier and the input .of the current comparator. The error
amplifier circuit is shown in Figure 6.

057 and 058 form a differential input stage whose collector
currents are inverted and multiplied times four by 055 and
056.055 current is further inverted by 060 and 061 to gener-
ate a current fed balanced output which can swing from the
2.3V rail down to a clamp level of ::::OAVas set by R21 and
062. The 60llA tail current of the input transistors sets the gm
of the error amplifier at 4400llmhos. Voltage gain with no load
is limited by transistor output impedance at ::::800.Maximum
source and sink current is ::::220IlA.

The voltage on the Vc pin determines the current level at
which the output switch will turn off. For Vc voltage below
0.9V (@25°C), the output switch will be totally off (duty
cycle = 0). Above 0.9V, the switch will turn on at each oscilla-
tor cycle, then turn off when switch current reaches a trip
level set by Vc voltage. This trip level is zero at Vc=0.9V, and
increases to about 9A when Vc reaches its upper clamp level
of 2V. These numbers are based on a duty cycle of 10%. Above
10%, switch turn-off is a function of both switch current and
time. The time dependence is caused by a small ramp fed into
the current amplifier input. This ramp starts at ::::40% duty cy-
cle, and is the source of the bend in the Vc vs duty cycle graph
shown in Figure 7. This ramp is used to prevent a phenomenon
peculiar to "current mode" switching regulators known as sub-
harmonic oscillation. See section on Subharmonic Oscillations
for further details.

FEEDFORWARD CAPACITOR
USED FOR IMPROVED
LOOP TRANSIENT RESPONSE
OR SOFT START
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A second amplifier output is also tied to the Vc pin. This "fly-
back mode" amplifier is turned on only when current is drawn
out of the feedback pin. This condition occurs during startup
in the normal mode until the feedback divider has raised the
voltage at the feedback pin above 0.45V. It is a permanent
condition when the LT1070 is programmed for isolated fly-
back mode by tying a single resistor from the feedback pin to
ground.

In the isolated flyback mode, S1 is closed and the feedback
pin is low, totally disabling the main amplifier. S2 and S3 are
turned on only during the "off" state of the output power tran-
sistor and then, only after a 1.5JLs delay following output tran-
sistor turn-off. This prevents transient flyback spikes from
causing poor regulation. S2 current is fixed at 3QJLA.S3 cur·
rent can rise to a maximum of '" 70JLA, allowing the Vc pin to
source 30JLA and sink 40JLA in the flyback mode. gm of the fly-
back amplifier is typically 300JLmho.

When the Vc pin is externally pulled below 0.15V, a shutdown
circuit is activated. 024 and 018 perform this function. 024 is
a special "high VsE" diode whose forward voltage is about
150mV higher than 018 VSE. Pulling current out of 018 acti-
vates shutdown and turns off all internal regulator functions
except for a 50JLA-100JLA trickle current needed to bias 018
and 024. See characteristic curves for details of the VII
properties of the Vc pin in shutdown.

Loop frequency compensation can be performed with an RC
network connected from the Vc pin to ground. An optional
compensation is to connect the RC network between the Vc
pin and the feedback pin. See Loop Frequency Compensation
section.

Output Pin

The Vsw pin of the LT1070 is the collector of the internal NPN
power switch. This NPN has a typical on resistance of 0.150
and a breakdown voltage (BVcso) of 85V. Very fast switching
times and high efficiency are obtained by using a special
driver loop which automatically adapts base drive current to
the minimum required to keep the switch in a quasi-satura-
tion state. This loop is shown in Figure 8.

0104 is the power switch. Its base is driven by 0101, whose
collector is returned to VIN. 0101 is turned on and off by 0102.
In parallel with 0102 is a second, larger transistor (0103)
which pulls high reverse base current out of 0104 for rapid
switch turn-off. The key element in the loop is the extra emit-
ter on 0104. This emitter carries no current when 0104 collec-
tor is high (unsaturated). In this condition, the driver, 0101,
can deliver very high base drive to the switch for fast turn-on.
When the switch saturates, the extra emitter acts as a collec-
tor and pulls base current away from the driver. This linear
feedback loop servoes itself to keep the switch just at the

;i
~ 60

t;
>5 40
<>
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edge of saturation. Very low switch currents result in near·
zero driver current, and high switch currents automatically in·
crease driver current as necessary. The ratio of switch current
to driver current is approximately 40:1. This ratio is deter·
mined by the sizing of the extra emitter and the value of 11.
The quasi·saturation state of the switch permits rapid turn·off
without the need for reverse base·emitter voltage drive.

Also tied to the Vsw pin is the input circuitry for the flyback
mode error amplifier as shown in Figure 9. This circuitry
draws no current from the Vsw pin when the switch pin is
less than 16V above VIN because the diodes block current.
When Vsw is more than 16V above VIN, ::::500JlAis drawn out
of the switch pin because the reference diodes (01 and 02)
and 010 turn on. This 500JlA current level is set by the ratio
of collector areas on the two·collector lateral PNP 010 and
the value of 12. 09 is reverse biased in this state. The 16V
transition point sets the flyback mode reference voltage.
The flyback reference voltage can be increased above 16V
by drawing additional current through R1 via 052. The am·
plitude of this current is determined by the size of the resis·
tor tied to the feedback pin. See discussion of Isolated
Flyback Mode Operation.

BASIC SWITCHING REGULATOR TOPOLOGIES
There are many possible switching regulator configurations,
or "topologies". In any particular regulator requirement, the

possible choices are narrowed somewhat by constraints of
polarity, voltage ratio, and fault conditions (simple boost
regulators cannot be current limited), but this may still leave
the designer with several choices. To convert + 28V to + 5V,
for instance, the list of possible topologies includes buck, fly·
back, forward and current boosted buck. The following dis·
cussion of topologies is limited to those which can be real·
ized with the LT1070, but this covers nearly all the low to me·
dium power DC·to·DC conversion requirements.

Buck Converter

Figure 10a shows the basic buck topology. S1 and S2 open
and close alternately so that the voltage applied to L1 is ei·
ther VIN or zero. DC output voltage is then the average voltage
applied to L1. If T1 is the time S1 is closed, and T2 is the time
it is open, Your is equal to:

Vour= VIN • _T_1 -= VIN. DC
T1 + T2

where, by convention, duty cycle (DC) is defined as the ratio
ofT1 to T1 + T2; DC = T1/(T1 + T2). (2)

Note that the definition of duty cycle allows only for values
between 0 and 1. The formula for VOUTtherefore shows a ba·
sic property of buck converters; the output voltage is always
less than the input voltage.

TO REMAINDER OF
FLYBACK MODE CIRCUITRY

DRIVING Vc PIN.



This simple formula also tells much about switching regula-
tors in general. The most important point is what is not in the
equation, and that includes L 1, C1, frequency, and load cur-
rent. To a first approximation, the output voltage of a
switching regulator depends only on the duty cycle of the
switching network, and input voltage.This is a very important
point which must be kept firmly in mind when analyzing
switching regulators.

Diodes may be used to replace switches when unidirectional
current flow exists. In Figures 10b and 10c, single-switch
buck regulators are shown with diodes used to replace 52.
Diodes cause some loss in efficiency, but simplify the design,
and reduce cost. Notice that when 51 is closed, D1 is reverse
biased (ofn and that when 51 opens, the current flow through
L1 forces the diode to become forward biased (on). This du-
plicates the alternate switching action of two switches. There
is an exception to this condition, however. If the load current
is low enough, the current through L1 will drop to zero some-
time during 51 off time. This is known as discontinuous mode
operation. Buck regulators will be in discontinuous mode for
any load current less than;

V (1 VOUT)IOUT~ OUT - Vi; f = switching frequency (3)
2-f-L1

Discontinuous mode alters the original statement that output
voltage depends only on input voltage and switch duty cycle
because a third state of the switches now exists with diodes
replacing 52; namely both switches off. Waveforms for volt-
age and current of 51, D1, L1, C1, and the input source are
shown for both continuous and discontinuous modes of
operation.

Normally it is not important to avoid discontinuous mode
operation at light load currents. A possible exception to this
would be when the "on" time of 51 cannot be reduced to a
low enough value to prevent the lightly loaded output from
drifting unregulated high. If this occurs, most switching regu-
lators will begin "dropping cycles" wherein 51 does not turn
on at all for one or more cycles. This mode of operation main-
tains control of the output, but the subharmonic frequencies
generated may be unacceptable in certain situations.
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A general property of "perfect" switching regulators is that they
do not dissipate power in the process of converting one volt·
age or current to another; in other words, they are 100% effi·
cient. This is to be expected from an inspection of Figure 10a:
there are no components which dissipate power,' only
switches, inductors and capacitors. The following formula
can then be stated;

POUT= PINor, (lOUT)(VOUT)= (IIN)(VIN)

~~~ lOUT(VOUT)
VIN

This shows that the average current drawn by the input of a
switching regulator can be much higher or lower than the
load current, depending on the ratio of output to input
voltage. If this simple fact is ignored, the designer may realize
too late that his low voltage to high voltage converter will
draw more current from the low voltage supply than it is capa·
ble of handling.

Boost Regulators

The basic boost regulator shown in Figure 11a has an output
voltage given by;

VOUT= 1 ~I~C (continuous mode) (6)

DC is duty cycle, the ratio of 81 "on" time to "off" time, as·
suming that 81 and 82 open and close alternately. Duty cycle
can take on values only between 0 and 1; therefore, the output
voltage of a boost regulator is always higher than the input
voltage.

In Figure 11b, a diode has replaced 82 to realize a boost regu-
lator with a single switch. The voltage and current waveforms
for all the components including the source are shown, both
for continuous and discontinuous mode. Note that the cur·
rent drawn from the input and delivered in pulses to the load
is significantly higher than the output load current. The ampli·
tude of input current and peak switch and diode current is
equal to;

Ip = lOUT. VVOUT(continuous mode) (7)
IN

Average diode current is equal to lOUTand average switch cur·
rent is lOUT• (VOUT- VIN)IVIN,both of which are significantly
less than peak current. The switch, diode, and output capaci·
tor must be specified to handle the peak currents as well as
average currents. Discontinuous mode requires even higher
ratios of switch current to output current.

One drawback of boost regulators is that they cannot be cur·
rent limited for output shorts because the current steering
diode, D1, makes a direct connection between input and
output.

----lOUT
----0

JtlbOoUT
W~OUT

DISCONTINUOUS MODE

MVOUT

S1 _ V'N

°
D1l r--rr;:: ~~NUT

U U-o
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Combined Buck·Boost Regulator

Buck-boost regulators (Figure 12)are used to generate an out-
put with the reverse polarity of the input. They look similar to
a boost regulator except that the load is referred to the induc-
tor side of the input instead of the switch side. Buck-boost
regulators have an output voltage given by;

VOUT: -VIN (~)
1-DC

With duty cycle varying between 0 and 1, the output voltage
can vary between zero and an infinitely high value. The cur-
rent and voltage waveforms show that, like boost regulators,
the peak switch, diode, and output capacitor currents can be
significantly higher than output current and these compo-
nents must be sized accordingly.

IpEAK: --'.Q.L!L: lOUT(VOUT+ VIN)(continuous mode) (9)
1- DC VIN

Maximum switch voltage is equal to the sum of input plus
output voltage. The forward turn-on time of D1 is therefore
very important in higher voltage applications to prevent
additional switch stress.

'Cuk Converter

The 'Cuk converter in Figure 13 is named after 810bodan 'Cuk,
a professor at Cal Tech. It is like a buck-boost converter in
that input and output polarities are reversed, but it has the

j1

- V,N

advantage of low ripple current at both input and output. The
optimum topology version of the 'Cuk converter eliminates
the disadvantage of needing two inductors by winding them
both on the same core, with exact 1:1 turns ratio. With slight
adjustments to L1 or L2, either input ripple current or output
ripple current can be forced to zero. An improved version even
exists which results in both ripple currents going to zero. This
considerably eases the requirements on size and quality of in-
put and output capacitors without requiring filters.

The switch must handle the sum of input and output current;

IpEAK(81): IIN+ IOUF lOUT (1 + V~~T) (10)

The ripple current in C2 is equal to lOUT,so this capacitor
must be large. It can be electrolytic, however, so physical size
is not normally a problem.

Flyback Regulator

Flyback regulators (Figure 14) use a transformer to transfer
energy from input to output. During 81 "on" time, energy
builds up in the core due to increasing current in the primary
winding. At this time, the polarity of the output winding is
such that D1 is reverse biased. When 81 opens, the total
stored energy is transferred to the secondary winding and
current is delivered to the load. The turns ratio (N) of the trans-
former can be adjusted for optimum power transfer from in-
put to output.

-L
VIN~-

co 6, C2
51
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IPEAK(81) = lour (N VIN+ Your) (continuous mode)
VIN

Notice that peak switch current can be reduced to a minimum
by using a very small value for N. This has two negative
consequences however; the switch voltage and diode current
become very large during switch off time. For a given maxi-
mum switch voltage, optimum power transfer occurs at
VIN = 1/2 VMAX.

Both input ripple current and output ripple current are high in
a f1yback regulator, but this disadvantage is more than offset
in many cases by the ability to achieve current or voltage gain
and the inherent isolation afforded by the transformer. Out-
put voltage is given by;

VOUr=VIN. N.~ (11)
1-DC

With any value of N, a duty cycle between 0 and 1 can be
found which generates the required output. Flyback regula-
tors can have an output voltage which is higher or lower than
the input voltage.

A disadvantage of flyback regulators is the high energy which
must be stored in the transformer in the form of DC current in
the windings. This requires larger cores than would be neces-
sary with pure AC in the windings.

Forward Converter

A forward converter (Figure 15) avoids the problem of large
stored energy in the transformer core. It does this, however,
at the expense of an extra winding on the transformer, two
more diodes, and an additional output filter inductor. Power

is transferred from input to the load through 01 during switch
"on" time. When the switch turns "off", 01 reverse biases and
L1 current flows through 02. Output voltage is equal to;

Vour= VIN· N· DC (12)

The additional winding and 03 are required to define switch
voltage during switch "off" time. Without this clamp, switch
voltage would jump all the way to breakdown at the moment
the switch is opened due to the magnetizing current flowing
in the primary. This "reset" winding normally has a 1:1 turns
ratio to the primary which limits switch duty cycle to 50%
maximum. Above this duty cycle, switch current rises uncon-
trolled even with no load because the primary winding cannot
maintain zero DC voltage. Reducing the number of turns on
the reset winding will allow higher switch duty cycles at the
expense of higher switch voltage.

Output voltage ripple of forward converters tends to be low
because of L1, but input ripple current is high due to the low
duty cycles normally used. A smaller core can be used for T1
compared to flyback regulators because there is no net DC
current to saturate the core.

Current Boosted Boost Converter

This topology in Figure 16 is an extension of the standard
boost converter. A tapped inductor is used to decrease the
switch current for a given load current. This allows higher
load currents at the expense of higher switch voltage. The in-
crease in maximum output power over a standard boost con·
verter is eq ual to;

POUT _ (N + 1)(VOUT)
PSOOST N(VOUT- VIN)+ VOUT

+l':N(]+• VOUT

VIN •

-j



Analysis of this equation shows that significant increases in
power are possible when the input·output differential is low.
Care must be used, however, to ensure that maximum switch
voltage is not exceeded.

The current boosted buck converter in Figure 17 uses a trans·
former to increase output current above the maximum cur·
rent rating of the switch. It accomplishes this at the expense
of increased switch voltage during switch "off" time. The in·
crease in maximum output current over a standard buck con·
verter is equal to:

lOUT _ VIN
IBUCK- VOUT+ N (VIN - VOUT)

In a 15V to 5V converter, for instance, with N = 1/4,

lOUT _ 15 -2
IBUCK 5+1/4(15-5)

This is a 100% increase in output current.

Maximum switch voltage for a current boosted buck con·
verter is increased from VIN to:
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APPLICATION CIRCUITS

BOOST MODE (output voltage higher than input)

The LT1070 will operate in the boost mode with input voltages
as low as 3V and output voltages over 50V. Figure 18 shows
the basic boost configuration for positive voltages. This cir·
cuit is capable of output power levels that depend mainly on
input voltage.

POUT(MAX)''" VIN e Ip [1 -Ip e R (-L - _1_)J (17)
VIN VOUT

'This formula assumes that L1- (Xl

Ip = maximum switch current
R = switch "on" resistance

With VIN = 5V, VOUT= 12V, Ip = 5A, R = 0.20:

POUT(MAX)=5e5 [1-5(0.2) G- 1~)] =22W

With higher input voltages, output power levels can exceed
100W. Power loss internal to the LT1070 in a boost regulator
is approximately equal to:

PIC",(IOUT)2e R~(VOUT)2_ VOUT]+ IOUT(VOUT-VIN) (18)
l VIN VIN 40
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The first term of this equation is the power loss due to the
"on" resistance of the switch (R).The second term is the loss
from the switch driver. For the circuit in Figure 18, with
lour: 1A:

PIC=(1)2. (02) [(J1) 2 _ J1] + (1)(12-5)
. 5 5 40

= 0.672 + 0.175 = 0.85W

The only other significant power loss in a boost regulator is in
the diode, 01, as given by:

Po = VI • lOUT (19)

VI is the forward voltage of the diode at a current equal to
lOUT • VOUTNIN. In the example shown, with lOUT= 1A and
VI=0.8V:

Po = (0.8) (1)= 0.8W

Total power loss in the r~gulator is the sum of PIC+ Po, and
this can be used to calculate efficiency (E):

E = POUT= POUT (20)
PIN POUT+ PIC+ Po

E = (1A)(12V) - 88%
(1)(12) + 0.85 + 0.8

With higher input voltages, efficiencies can exceed 90%.

Maximum output voltage in the boost mode is limited by the
breakdown of the switch to 65V (standard part) or 75V (HV
part). It may also be limited by maximum duty cycle if input
voltage is low. The 90% maximum duty cycle of the LT1070
limits output voltage to ten times the input voltage. For the
simple boost mode, higher ratios of output to input voltage reo
quire a tapped inductor.

Design procedure for a boost regulator is straightforward. R1
and R2 set the regulated output voltage. The feedback pin
voltage is internally trimmed to 1.244V, so output voltage is
equal to 1.244 (R1 + R2)/R2. R2 is normally set to 1.24kO and
R1 is found from:

R1 = R2 (VOUT -1\ (21)
1.244 'j

The 1.24kO value for R2 is chosen to set divider current at
1mA, but this value can vary from 3000 to 10kOwith negligible

effect on regulator performance. For proper load regulation,
R2 must be returned directly to the ground pin of the LT1070,
while R1 is connected directly to the load. For further details,
see Pin Description section.

Inductor

Next, L1 is selected. The tradeoffs are size, maximum output
power, transient response, input filtering, and in some cases,
loop stability. Higher inductor values provide maximum out·
put power and low input ripple current, but are physically larg-
er and degrade transient response. Low inductor values have
high magnetizing current which reduces maximum output
power and increases input current ripple. Low inductance
can also cause a subharmonic oscillation problem if duty cy·
cle is above 50%.

With the aforementioned considerations in mind, a simple
formula can be derived to calculate L1 based on the maxi·
mum ripple current (~I) to be allowed in L1.

L_VIN(VOUT-VIN) (22)
~I· f· VOUT

Example: let ~I = 0.5A, VIN= 5V, VOUT= 12V, f = 40kHz

L - (5)(5 -12) -146 H
- (0.5)(40 x 103)(12) - fL

A second formula will allow a calculation of maximum power
output with this size inductor:

P = VIN [Ip _ VIN (VOUT- VIN) ] [1- Ip· R + Ip· R](23)
(MAX) 2 • L • f • VOUT VIN VOUT
Ip = maximum switch current

Using the values from the previous example, with Ip = 5A,
R=0.20.

P -5 [5 5(12-5) ]x
OUT(MAX)- - 2(146x 10-6)(40 x 103)(12)

[ 1 - 5 • (0.2) G - -&)]
= 5 (5 - 0.25) (0.88) = 21W

Note that the second term in the first set of brackets is the
only one which contains "L", and that this term drops out of
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the equation for large values of L.ln this example, that term is
equal to 0.25A, showing that maximum effective switch cur·
rent, and therefore maximum output power is reduced by
one-half the inductor ripple current in a boost regulator. In
this example, peak effective switch current is reduced from
5A to 4.75A with 0.5A ripple current, a 5% loss. An additional
12% reduction of maximum available power is caused by
switch "on" resistance. At higher input voltages, this switch
loss is significantly reduced.

When continuous inductor current is desired, the value of L1
cannot be decreased below a certain limit if duty cycle of the
switch exceeds 50%. Duty cycle can be calculated from:

DC= VOUT- VIN (24)
VOUT

In this example,

DC= 12-5 =58.3%
12

The reason for a lower limit on the value of L for duty cycles
greater than 50% is a subharmonic oscillation which can oc·
cur in current·mode switching regulators. For futher details of
this phenomenon, see Subharmonic Oscillation section of
this application section. The minimum value of L1 to ensure
no subharmonic oscillations in a boost regulator is:

L1( . )- VOUT-2VINmln - 52x 10

- 12 - 2(5) = 10/lH
- 2x 105

Note that for VOUT=52VIN,there is no restriction on inductor
size. The minimum value of 10/lH obtained in this example is
below the value which would yield continuous inductor cur·
rent, so it is an artificial restriction. Subharmonic oscillations
do not occur if inductor current is discontinuous. The critical
inductor size for continuous inductor current is:

L VIN2(VOUT- VIN)
(CRIT) = -----

2 - f -IOUT(VOUT)2

= (5)2(12-5) _
2 (40 x 103)(1) (12)2 15.2/lH

Discontinuous mode operation is sometimes chosen be·
cause it results in the smallest physical size for the inductor.

The maximum power output is considerably reduced, how·
ever, and can never exceed 2.5 - (VIN)watts with the LT1070.
The minimum inductor size required to provide a given output
power in the discontinuous mode is given by:

LMIN(discontinuous) = 2 lOUT(VOUT- VIN) (27)
Ip2 - f

Example: Let VIN= 5V, VOUT= 12V, lOUT= 0.5A,lp = 5A

LMIN(discontinuous) = (2) (0.5) (12 - 5) = 7/lH
(5)2 - (40 x 103)

This formula does not take into account efficiency losses, so
the minimum value of L should probably be increased by at
least 50% for worst·case conditions. Efficiency is degraded
when using minimum inductor sizes because of higher
switch and diode peak currents.

In summation, to choose a value for L1:
1. Decide on continuous or discontinuous mode.
2.lf continuous mode, calculate C1 based on ripple current

and check maximum power and subharmonic limits.
3.lf discontinuous mode, calculate L1 based on power

output requirements and check to see that output power
does not exceed limit for discontinuous mode
(PMAX= 2.5VIN)

L1 must not saturate at the peak operating current. This value
of current can be calculated from:

I I (VOUT+ Vt)- (lOUT- VOUT- RNIN)
L(PEAK)= OUT (VIN-lOUT - VOUT- RNiN)

+ VIN(VOUT-VIN)
2L1-f-VOUT

VI = forward voltage of D1
R = "on" resistance of LT1070 switch

In this example, with VIN = 5V, VOUT= 12V, VI = 0.8V,
IOUT= 1A, R = 0.2Q, L1 = 150/lH, f = 40kHz;

IL( k) = 1 (12 + 0.8 -1 -12 - (0.2)/5)
pea 5-1 -12 - (0.2)/5

+ 5(12-5)
2(150x 10-6)(40 x 103)(12)

= 2.73 + 0.24 = 3A
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A core must be selected for L1 which does not saturate with
3A peak inductor current.

Output Capacitor

The main criteria for selecting C2 is low ESR (effective series
resistance), to minimize output voltage ripple. A reasonable
design procedure is to let the reactance of the output capaci-
tor contribute no more than 113of the total peak-to-peak out-
put voltage ripple (Vp-p), yielding:

C2> VOUT-lOUT (28)
- f (VIN+ VOUT)(0.33 Vp·p)

Using VOUT=12V, IOUT=1A, VIN=5V, f=40kHz, and
Vp-p=200mV

C2 (12)(1) = 268 F
~ (40 x 103)(5 + 12)(0.33)(0.2) JL

This leaves 67% of the ripple attributable to ESR, giving;

ESR (max) = 0.67 - Vp-p - VIN (29)
lOUT- (VIN+ VOUT)

= (0.67) (0.2) (5) = 0.04Q
(1)(5 + 12)

After C2 has been selected, output voltage ripple may be cal·
culated from:

Vp-p = lOUT (VIN+ VOUT)_ ESR + VOUT (30)
VIN (VIN+ VOUT)(f)(C2)

If lower output ripple is required, a larger output capacitor
must be used with lower ESR. It is often necessary to use
capacitor values much higher than calculated to obtain the
required ESR. In the example shown, capacitors with guaran-
teed ESR less than 0.04Q with a working voltage of 15V gen-
erally fall in the 1000-2000JLF range. Higher voltage units have
lower capacitance for the same ESR.

A second option to reduce output ripple is to add a small LC
output filter. If the LC product of the filter is much smaller
than L1 - C2, it will not affect loop phase margin. Dramatic re-
duction in output ripple can be achieved with this filter, often
at lower cost and less board space than simply increasing C2.
See section on Output Filters for details.

Frequency Compensation

Loop frequency compensation is performed by R3 and C1.
Refer to the frequency compensation part of this application
section for R3 and C1 selection procedure.

Current Steering Diode

D1 should be a fast turn-off diode. Schottky diodes are best in
this regard and offer better efficiency in the forward mode.
With higher output voltages, the efficiency aspect is minimal
and silicon fast turn-off diodes are a more economical
choice. Turn-on time is important also with output voltages
above 40V. Diodes with slow turn-on time will have a very high
forward voltage for a short time after forward current starts to
flow. This transient forward voltage can be anywhere from
volts to tens of volts. It must be summed with output voltage
to calculate worst-case switch voltage. To minimize switch
transient voltage, the wiring of C2 and D1 should be short and
close to the LT1070 as shown below.

Short Circuit Conditions

Boost regulators are not short circuit protected because the
current steering diode (D1) connects the input to the output.
The LT1070 will not be harmed for overloads up to 5A. Beyond
that point, D1 can be permanently "on" and the LT1070
switch will be effectively shorted to the output. A fuse in
series with the input voltage is the only simple means of pro-
tecting the circuit. Fuse sizing can be calculated from:

IIN:::::lOUTVOUT (33)
VIN
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C2 +
01 1DDD"F

V,N VSW L1 ••

200"H

LTlO70

GNO FB

C1

The circuit in Figure 18 has lour=1A, Vour=12V, VIN=5V,
yielding:

IIN= (1)(12) =2.4A
5

A 4A fast-blow fuse would be a reasonable choice in this
design.

The circuit in Figure 19 is a negative "buck" regulator. It con-
verts a higher negative input voltage to a lower negative out-
put voltage. Buck regulators are characterized by low output
voltage ripple, but high input current ripple. The feedback
path in this design must include a PNP transistor to level shift
the output voltage sense signal to the feedback pin of the
LT1070, which is referenced to the negative input voltage.

Output Divider

R1 and R2 set output voltage; R1 = (VOUT- VSE)R2 (34)
VREF

VREF= LT1070 reference voltage = 1.244V

VSE= Base-emit1ervoltage of Q1

R2 is nominally set to 1.24k. With the 5.2V output shown, and
letting VSE= 0.6V, R1 is:

R1 = (5.2 - 0.6) (1.24) = 4 585kO
1.244 .

The nearest 1% value is 4.64kO. It will be apparent to experi-
enced analog designers that the output voltage will have a
temperature drift of 2mV/oC caused by the temperature
coefficient of VSE. If this drift is too high, it can be compen-
sated by a resistor/diode network in parallel with R2 as
shown.

I

~RP=R1

R2.
+02

I

For zero output drift, Rp is made equal to R1 and R1 is now
calculated from:

R1 = Rp = (VOUT -1) R2
VREF

Duly Cycle

Duty cycle of buck converters in the continuous mode is
given by;

DC= VOUTt VI
VIN

Vf = forward voltage of D1
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The inductor, L1, is chosen as a tradeoff between maximum
output power with minimum output voltage ripple, versus
small physical size and faster transient response. A good
starting point for higher-power designs is to choose a ripple
current (Ill). The LT1070 is capable of supplying up to 5A in the
buck mode, so a reasonable upper limit on ripple current is
0.5A, or 10% of full load. This sets the value of L1 at:

L1 = (VIN- VOUT)(VOUT)
VIN(IlI). f

With the circuit in Figure 19, VIN = 20V, VOUT= 5.2V, f = 40kHz,
III = 0.5A, giving:

L1 = (20 - 5.2) (5.2) = 192 H
20 (0.5)(40 X 103) p.

The inductor current will go discontinuous (= zero for part of
the cycle) when output current is one half the ripple current. If
continuous inductor current is desired for lower load cur-
rents, L1 will have to be increased.

Peak inductor and switch current is equal to output current
plus one-half the peak-to-peak ripple current;

IL( eak)= lOUT+ (VIN- VOUT)(VOUT) (37)
p 2· VIN· L· f

With the example shown, letting lOUT= 4.5A, L1 = 200p.H;

I - 4 5 + (20 - 5)(5)
L(peak)-. 2.20. (200 x 10 -6) (40 x 103)

= 4.5 + 0.23 = 4.73A

The core used for L1 must be sized so that it does not satu-
rate at 4.73A in this example. For lower output current ap-
plications, a much smaller core can be used. The core need
not be sized for peak current limit conditions (6A-10A) in
most situations because the LT1070 pulse-by-pulse current
limit functions even with saturated cores.

Lower values of L1 can be used if maximum output power and
low ripple are not as important as physical size or fast tran-
sient response. Pure discontinuous mode operation yields
the lowest value for L1, and L1 is chosen on the basis of re-
quired output current. Maximum output current in the dis-
continuous mode is one half maximum switch current and L1
is found from:

2VOUT.IOUT (1- VOUT)
L1(min) = I

p
2• f VIN (38)

Where Ip = maximum switch current

Example: Let VOUT= 5.2V, lOUT= 2A, VIN= 20V, Ip = 5A

. (2) • (5.2) (2) (1 - ~5)
L1(mln)= (5)2 (40 x 103) = 15.4p.H

It is suggested that, in discontinuous mode, this calculated
value be increased by approximately 50% in practice to ac-
count for variations in cores, input voltage, and frequency.
The core must be sized to not saturate at a peak current of 5A
for maximum output in discontinuous mode.

C2 is chosen for output ripple considerations. ESR of the
capacitor may limit ripple voltage, so this parameter should
be checked first. Maximum ESR allowed for a given peak-to-
peak output ripple (Vp-p), assuming C2- 00, is given by:

Vp-p. L1 • f

VOUT (1 _ VOUT)
VIN

with Vp-p = 25mV, L1= 200p.H,f = 40kHz, VIN= 2OV,Vour = 5.2V:

ESR(max) = (0.025) (200 x 10 -6)(40 x 10)3 = 0.05211

5.2 (1- ~'5)
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To obtain a reasonable value for C2, actual ESR should be no
more than two thirds of the maximum value. In this example,
ESR is selected at 0.0350. C2 may now be found:

C2~ 1/(SLf2) (40)

[
Vp-p ESR]

VOUT (1- VOUT) Lf
VIN

> 1/[Se(2ooX10-6)(40x103)2] ~184 F
- [0.025 0.025] I'

5.2 (1- ~~r(200x 10 -6)(40 X 103)

It is very likely that a 184I'F capacitor of the right operating
voltage cannot be found with an ESR of 0.0350 max. C2 will
have to be increased in value significantly to achieve the re-
quired ESR.

Output Filter

If low output ripple is required, C2 may acquire unreasonably
large values. A second option is to add an output filter as
shown. Exact calculations for the values of L2 and C4 in this
filter are beyond the scope of this note, but a rough approx-
imation can be made by assuming that the ESR of C2 and C4
are the limiting factors. This leads to a value for L2 independ·
ent of the actual capacitance of C4.

L2", (ESR2)(ESR4)(VIN - VOUT)(VOUT) (41)
Vp-p e 2'rrW e L1 e VIN

ESR2 = ESR of C2 and ESR4 = ESR of C4 and Vp-p = desired
output ripple peak-to-peak.

If we assume ESR2 = ESR4 = o.m, and require Vp-p = 5mVp-p;

L2 - (0.1)(0.1) (20 - 5.2)(5.2) - 3 S H
- (0.005)(21r)(40x10~2(2oox10-6)(20) - . I'

L2 may be increased above this value, but the L2 C4 product
should be kept at least ten times smaller than L1 C2.

Input Filter

Buck regulators have high ripple current fed back into the in-
put voltage supply. Peak-to-peak value of this current is equal
to output current. This can cause intolerable EMI conditions

in some systems. An input filter formed by L3 and C3 will
greatly reduce this ripple current. The major considerations
for this filter are its attenuation ratio and the possible effect it
has on the regulator loop stability. See discussion of Input
Filters elsewhere in this application section for more details.

Frequency Compensation

R3 and C1 provide frequency compensation. See Fre-
quency Compensation section for details of selecting these
components.

D1 is the current steering diode. During switch off-time, it pro-
vides a path for L1 current. This diode should be a high speed
switching type with fast turn-on and turn-off. A Schottky type
is suggested for lower output voltage applications to improve
efficiency. Formulas for average and peak diode current plus
diode power dissipation are shown below. These equations
assume continuous inductor current with fairly low ripple.

IPEAK'"lOUT

lAY= lOUT (1 _ VOUT)
VIN

PDIODE= VI· e lOUT (1 _ VOUT)
VIN

·Vf is diode forward voltage at I = IPEAK

The circuit in Figure 20 looks similar to a positive boost regu-
lator except that the output load is referred to the inductor
termination (ground) instead of the switch. A transistor (01) is
used to level shift the output voltage signal down to the feed-
back pin of the LT1070 which is referred to the negative input
voltage.

Unlike buck or boost converters, inverting converters do not
have any inherent limitation on input voltage relative to out-
put voltage. Input levels may be either higher or lower than
output voltage. The sum of input voltage plus output voltage
cannot exceed the breakdown voltage of the LT1070 switch.
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Output voltage is given by:

Vour= - VIN (~) (45)
1-DC

DC = switch duty cycle (0 to 1)

With DC = 0, output voltage is zero, and as DC-1, output volt-
age increases without limit.

Duty cycle of an inverting buck-boost converter is given by;

DC- IVOUTI
IVINI + IVOUTI

Maximum power output of a buck-boost converter is equal to:

Ip • VOUT• VIN Op)2• R • VOUT
P VOUT+ VIN VOUT+ VIN

OUT(max)- 1 + VINOUT

Ip = peak switch current-1/2 L1 popripple current
R = switch "on" resistance

VI = forward voltage of D1

The first term on the top of the equation is the theoretical out·
put power with no switch or diode (D1) losses. The second top
term is the switch loss. The term on bottom accounts for
diode losses.

With the circuit shown, VIN= -12V, VOUT= + 12V, ripple cur-
rent in L1 = 0.5Ap-p, peak switch current = SA, R = 0.20,
VI=0.8V,

(4.75)(12)(12) (4.75)2 (0.2)(12)

P 12+12 12+12 246WOUT(max)= 0 8 - .
1+-'-

12
Setting Output Voltage

R1 and R2 determine output voltage;

R1 = R2(VOUT- VSE)
VREF

VREF= LT1070 reference voltage = 1.244V

VSE= base-emitter voltage of 01

In this example, R2 = 1.24k, VOUT= 12V, and the VSE of 01 is
~0.6V, giving:

R1 = (1.24)(12-0.6) = 11.36kO
1.244

The output voltage will have a - 2mV/oC drift due to the tem·
perature drift of VSE. If this is undesirable, a resistor diode
combination can be added in parallel with R2 to correct drift.
See section on Negative Buck Converters for details.
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Inductor

The inductor is normally calculated on the basis of maximum
allowed ripple current, because high ripple currents reduce
the maximum available output power and degrade efficiency.
For a peak-to-peak ripple current (tlll), L1 is equal to:

l1 = (VIN)(VOUT) (53)
(tllL) (VIN+ VOUT)• f

f = LT1070 operating frequency = 40kHz

In this example, with tll chosen at 20% of maximum LT1070
switch current (tll = 1.0A),

l1 (12)(12) = 150 H
= 1.0(12 + 12)(40 x 103) /L

Larger values for L1 will not raise power levels appreciably,
will increase size and cost, and will degrade transient re-
sponse. L1 is not acting as a ripple filter for either the input or
the output, so large values will not improve ripple either.

If L1 is reduced in value, maximum power output will be de-
graded. Equation 46 defines Ip as the maximum allowed
switch current minus 1/2 tlil. Therefore Ip would have to be re-
duced from 5A to 2.5A if L1 were reduced to the point where
the ripple current equaled 5A. This is a 2:1 reduction in maxi-
mum output power. Further reductions in L1 result in dis-
continuous current flow and equation 46 is invalid. The poor
efficiency obtained with discontinuous current flow recom·
mends it only for low power outputs when the physical size of
L1 is critical. With discontinuous current flow, the minimum
recommended size for L1 is:

L1(min discontinuous) = 2 VOUT(lOUT)
, f • (O.7lp) 2

The (0.7) coefficient in front of Ip is a "fudge" factor to ac-
count for variations in f and L1, and switching losses.

Example, VOUT= 12V, lOUT= 0.5A, f = 40kHz, Ip = 5A.

L1 = (2)(12) (0.5) = 24 5/LH
(40 x 103)(0.7 x 5)2 .

Once L1 has been selected, peak inductor current in the
continuous mode can be calculated from:

[
VOUT+ Vt ]lL(peak)= lOUT 1 + (V + V )

VIN -lOUT. R • IN OUT
VIN

+ (VIN)(VOUT) (55)
2 • L1 (VIN+ VOUT)• f

VI = forward voltage of D1

R = LT1070 switch "on" resistance

With the circuit in Figure 20 with L1 = 150/LH, and VI = 0.8V,
lOUT= 1.5A, R = 0.20:

lL(peak)= 1.5 [1 + 12 + 0.8 ]
12 - (1.5) (0.2)(12:212)

+ (12)(12)
2(150 x 10-6)(12 + 12)(40 x 103)

IL(peak)= 3.18 + 0.5 = 3.68A

3.18A is the average current through L1 and 0.5A is the peak
AC ripple current. The core used for L1 n11Jstbe large enough
so that it does not saturate at Il = 3.68A.

Peak inductor current for discontinuous mode operation is
found from:

lL(peakl: lOUT(VOUT+ VI)· 2
(discontinuous mode) L1 • f

Example, let L1 = 20/LH, lOUT= 0.25A, VI = 0.8V

lL(peak)= (0.25)(12 + 0.8) • 2 = 2.83A
(20 x 10 -~ (40 x 10~

The core size for this discontinuous application can be con-
siderably smaller than in the previous example. Core volume
is approximately proportional to Il2 • L. With L1 = 100/LH,and
Il=3.93A, Il2 • L=1.5x10-3. The 20/LH inductor with
Il = 2.83A has Il2 • L= 0.16 x 10 -3, The core can be nearly
ten times smaller. This size difference is not free-the dis·
continuous circuit will supply much less current and have
somewhat poorer efficiency.
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Output Capacitor

C2 must be a high quality (low ESR) switching capacitor be-
cause it does all the output filtering. L1 simply functions as
an energy transfer element. A reasonable starting point for
selecting C2 is to assume that the ESR (effective series re-
sistance) of C2 contributes 213 of the output ripple and that
the reactance of C2 contributes 1/3. With this in mind, a
formula can be derived for ESR:

ESR(max) = Vpp. VIN • (213) (57)
IOUT(VIN+ VOUT)

Vpp = peak-to-peak output voltage ripple

With Vp-p selected at 100mV, and VIN = 12V, VOUT= 12V,
IOUF 1.5A, ESR is:

ESR(max)= (0.1)(12)(213) =0.01850
(1.5)(12 + 12)

C2 = (loUT)·(VOUT)

[VP,P -lOUT· ESR (VIN ~I~OUT)] (VOUT+VIN)· (n

C2 = (1.5)(12)

[0.1- (1.5)(0.015) (12 ~ 12)] (12 + 12) (40 x 103)

= 3411lF

It is most likely that to find a capacitor with a maximum ESR
of 0.0150, the capacitance will have to be much larger than
341IlF. If lower output ripple is desired, the value of C2 may
become very large just to meet ESR requirements.

A second solution to the output ripple problem is to add an
output filter at the point indicated in Figure 20. This filter can
provide a large reduction in ripple with almost no effect on
loop transient response, phase margin, or efficiency. See sec-
tion on Output Filters for further details.

Current Steering Diode

01 must be a fast recovery diode with an average current rat·
ing equal to lOUT and a peak repetitive rating of lOUT
(VOUT+ VIN)/VIN. If continuous output shorts can occur, 01
must be rated for 10A and heat sunk accordingly unless the
LT1070 current limit is externally reduced. Power dissipation
of 01 under normal load conditions is:

P(D1)= lOUT• Vf

Vf is 01 forward voltage at ID= lOUT (VOU~I: VIN) (60)

Breakdown voltage of 01 must be at least VIN+ VOUT.Turn-on
time should be short to minimize the voltage spike across the
LT1070 switch following switch turn off.

POSITIVE BUCK CONVERTER
Positive buck converters (Figure 21) using the LT1070 require
a novel design approach because the negative side of the
LT1070 switch is committed to the ground of the chip. This
negative switch terminal is the inductor drive point in a
positive buck converter. The ground pin of the LT1070 must
therefore switch back and forth between the input voltage
and converter ground. This is accomplished by tying the posi·
tive side of the switch (Vsw) to the input supply, and using a
peak detected (C3, 03) bootstrapped supply voltage to oper-
ate the chip. As long as the LT1070 is switching, C3 will main-
tain the chip input-to-ground pin voltage at a voltage equal to
the input supply voltage. It is important to keep the value of
C3 to a minimum to ensure proper start-up of this topology.
The 2.21lFvalue shown should not be increased unless care·
ful tests are done to ensure proper start-up under worst-case
light loads. If the LT1070 does not start, the lightly loaded out·
put will go unregulated high. The minimum recommended
load current in any case is100mA.

The most unusual aspect of this design is the manner in
which output voltage information is delivered to the LT1070
feedback pin. This pin is switching along with the LT1070
ground pin to which it is referenced, so the feedback circuit
must float on the switching ground pin and at the same time
be proportional to the DC value of the output voltage. This is
accomplished by peak detecting the output voltage with 02
during the "off" time of the LT1070 switch. The voltage on the
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ground pin of the chip at this time is one diode drop (D1) nega·
tive with respect to system ground, because D1 is forward
biased by load current flowing through L1. D2 also forward
biases, giving a voltage across C2 of:

VC2=VOur-V02+V01 (61)
V01 = forward voltage of D1
V02 = forward voltage of D2

The feedback network, R1/R2, is therefore biased with a volt-
age very nearly equal to output voltage, and the LT1070 will
regulate output voltage according to:

VREF(R1 + R2)VOur=VC2+V02-V01= ----+V02-V01 (62)R2

VREF= reference voltage of LT1070 = 1.244V

If V01 is exactly equal to V02, output regulation will be perfect,
but the forward voltage of D1 is load current dependent, while
D2 operates at a fixed average current of 1mA. This can cause
output voltage variations of 100-400mV if load current varies
over a wide range. To minimize this effect, D1 should be con-
servatively rated with respect to operating current so that the
effect of parasitic series resistance is minimized. The unit
shown is rated at 10A average current. D1 should also be a
fast turn-on type. (See diode discussion elsewhere in this ap·
plication section.) A long turn-on time for D1 allows C2 to
charge to a voltage higher than Your, creating an abnormally

low output voltage. R4 is added to minimize this effect. A
Schottky diode is recommended for D1 because these diodes
have very fast switching times and their low forward voltage
improves efficiency, especially for low output voltage.
Load regulation can be significantly improved in this applica·
tion by inserting a small resistor (r, shown in dashed box) be-
tween D1 and L1. The voltage across r will be equal to r-Iour.
This voltage increases the voltage across R2, forcing the out·
put voltage to rise under load. Perfect load regulation will reo
suit if the output rise created by r just cancels the output drop
caused by the increased forward voltage of D1. The required
value for r is found from:

rd = forward series resistance of D1
VREF= LT1070 reference voltage = 1.244V

Load regulation will never be perfect because rd varies
slightly from unit to unit and it is not constant with load cur·
rent, but regulation better than 2% with Vour = 5V is easily
achieved even with load current varying over a 5:1 range. For
higher output voltages, load regulation is even better.

Forthe circuit shown, with rd = 0.050, r is:

r = (0.05) (1.244) = 0.012411
5
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This is most easily obtained by using 9 inches of #22 hookup
wire.

Output voltage is determined by R1 and R2:

R1 = R2 (VOUT- VREF) (64)
VREF

R2 is normally fixed at 1.24kl1 to set divider current to 1mA.
This equation assumes that V01 = V02. A slight adjustment in
R1 will be required if V01"* V02.

Duty Cycle Limitations
Maximum duty cycle for the LT1070 is 90%. This limits the
minimum input voltage in buck regulators. Duty cycle can be
calculated from:

DC= VOUT+VI
VIN - (IOUT)R+ VI

VI = forward voltage of D1
R = "on" resistance of LT1070 switch

Rearranging this formula for VIN yields:

VIN(MIN)= VOUT+ VI + R(IOUT)- VIDC
With a maximum duty cycle of 90%, (0.9) and VOUT=SV,
VI = 0.6V, R = 0.211,lOUT= 4A:

VIN(MIN)= 5 ~.~.6 + (0.2) (4) - 0.6 = 6.4V

Inductor
The energy storage inductor in a buck regulator functions as
both an energy conversion element and as an output ripple fil-
ter. This double duty often saves the cost of an additional out-
put filter, but it complicates the process of finding a good
compromise for the value of the inductor. Large values give
maximum power output and low output ripple voltage, but
they also can be bulky and give poor transient response. A
reasonable starting point is to select a maximum peak-to-
peak ripple current, (tll). This yields a value for L1 of:

L1 = (VIN- VOUT)(VOUT)
VIN (tll) e f

f = LT1070 operating frequency ",40kHz
tll = peak-to-peak inductor ripple current

With the circuit shown, VIN = 16V, VOUT= SV, and tll set at
20% of 3.SA = 0.7A:

_ (16-5)(5) _
L1 - (16)(0.8)(40 X 103) - 122/lH

The ripple current in L1 reduces the maximum output current
by one-half tll. For lower output currents this is no problem,
but for maximum output power, L1 may be raised by a factor
of two to three. For lower output powers, L1 can be reduced to
save on size and cost. Discontinuous mode operation will oc·
cur even near full load if L1 is reduced far enough. The LT1070
is not affected by discontinuous operation per se, but maxi-
mum output power is significantly reduced in discontinuous
mode designs:

IOUT(MAX)_(Ip)2eLef ( VIN )
(discontinuous) - 2VOUT VIN - VOUT (68)

Ip = LT1070 peak switch current

With L1 = 10/lH for instance, and Ip = SA:

IOUT(MAX)=(S)2(10x 10 -6)(40 x 103) (~\= 1.4A
2(5) 16-SJ

Efficiency is also reduced with discontinuous operation be·
cause of increased switch dissipation.

The load current where a buck regulator changes from con·
tinuous to discontinuous operation is:

ICRIF (VIN- VOUT)(VOUT) (69)
2 (VIN)(n (L1)

With a 100/lH value for L1, inductor current will go discontinu-
ousat:

I - (16-5)(5) -043A
CRIT- 2(16)(40 x 103)(100 x 10-6) .

ICRIT can never exceed 2.SA (one half maximum LT1070
switch current).

Peak inductor current in a buck regulator with continuous
mode operation is:

IL(PEAK)= lOUT+ (VIN- VOUT)(VOUT)
2 (VIN)(L1)m
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With lOUT= 3.5A and L1 = 100JLH.

I -35 (16-5)(5) -393A
L(PEAK)- . + 2(16)(100x10-6)(40x103) - .

The core used for L1 must be able to handle 3.93A peak cur-
rent without saturating.

Peak inductor currents in discontinuous mode are much
higher than output current:

Il.(PEAK)_ 2 VOUT· lOUT(VIN- VOUT)
(discontinuous) - VIN • L1 • f

for L1 = 10JLH,IOUF 1A;

IL(PEAK)_ 2 (5)(1)(16 - 5)
(discontinuous) - 16 (10 x 10 -6)(40 X 103)

The 10JLHinductor, at 1A output current, must be sized to han-
dle 4.14A peak current.

Output Voltage Ripple

See negative buck regulator section for calculation of output
ripple.

Output Capacitor

C4 is chosen for output voltage ripple considerations. Its ESR
(effective series resistance) is the most important parameter.
For details, see the section on negative buck regulators.

Output Filter

For very low output voltage ripple, the value of C4 may be-
come prohibitively high. An output filter, L2 and C5, may be
used to reduce output ripple. See Output Filter section for
details.

FLYBACK CONVERTER

Flyback converters (Figure 22) are able to regulate an output
voltage either higher or lower than the input voltage by shut-
tling stored energy back and forth between the windings of a
transformer. During switch "on" time, all energy is stored in
the primary winding according to, E = (IPRI)2(LpRI)/2.When the
switch turns off, this energy is transferred to the output

winding. The current in the secondary just after switch open-
ing is equal to the reciprocal of turns ratio (1/N) times the
current in the primary just prior to switch opening. Output
voltage of a flyback converter is not constrained by input volt·
age as in buck or boost converters.

VOUF ~ N • VIN
1-DC

DC = switch duty cycle = V VOU~V
OUT+ IN

N = transformer turns ratio

By varying duty cycle between 0 and 1, output voltage can
theoretically be set anywhere from 0 to 00. Practically, how-
ever, output voltage is constrained by switch breakdown volt-
age and the maximum output voltage is limited to:

VOUT(MAX)= N (VM - VSNUB- VIN) (75)
VSNUB= snubber voltage (see snubber details in this section)
VM = maximum allowed switch voltage

This still allows the LT1070 to regulate output voltages of
hundreds or even thousands of volts by using large values
ofN.

In many applications, N can vary over a wide range without
degrading performance. If maximum output power is desired
however, N can be optimized:

N VOUT+ Vf (76)
(OPl)= VM - VIN(MAX)- VSNUB

VI = forward voltage of D1

In Figure 22, with VOUT= 5V, Vf = 0.7V (Schottky), VIN(MAX)= 3OV,
VM= 6OV,VSNUB= 15V;

N(OPl)= 5 + 0.7 = 0.38
60-30-15

A turns ratio of 1:3 (0.33) was used in this circuit.

A second important transformer parameter which must be
determined is primary inductance (LpRI).For maximum output
power, LpRi should be high to minimize magnetizing current,
but this can lead to unacceptably large core sizes. A reason-
able design approach is to reduce the value of LpRI to the
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point where primary magnetizing current (~I) is about 20% of
peak switch current. The LT1070 is rated for SA peak switch
current, so for full power applications, ~I can be set to 1A
peak·to-peak. Maximum output current is reduced by one-half
of the ratio of ~I to peak switch current, or::: 10% in this case.

With this design approach, LpRI is found from:

LpRI= (VIN)(VOUT) (77)
~I • f (VOUT+ N VIN)

with VIN = 24V, VOUT=SV,~I = 1A, N = 1/3:

L - (24)(S) - 231 H
PRI- (1)(40 X 103)(S + 1/3.24) - p.

Values of LpRIhigher than this will raise maximum output cur-
rent only slightly and will require larger core size. Lower
primary inductance may be used for lower output currents to
reduce core size.

Maximum output current is a function of peak allowed switch
current (Ip):

E (Ip-~) (VIN)
IOUT(MAX)= N.VIN + VOUT (78)

Ip = max LT1070 switch current
E = overall efficiency::: 7S%

with VIN = 24V, VOUT= SV, Ip = SA, ~I = 1A, N = 1/3;

_ O.7S (s-~) (24) _
IOUT(MAX)- (1/3)(24) + S - 6.2A

The 7S% efficiency number comes from losses in the snub-
ber network (:::6%), LT1070 switch (:::4%), LT1070 driver
(:::3%), output diode (:::8%), and transformer (:::4%). Al-
though this efficiency is not as impressive as the 85-9S%
obtainable with simple buck or boost designs, it is more than
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justified in many cases by the ability to use the variable N to
generate high output currents or high output voltages and the
option to add extra windings for multiple outputs.

Peak primary current is used to determine core sizing for the
transformer:

I 1= lOUT (VOUT + N) + (VIN)(VOUT) (79)
PR E VIN 2 e f e LpRI(VOUT+ N VIN)

For an output current of 6A, with VIN = 24V, VOUT= 5V,
E= 75%, LpRI= 231J!H, N = 1/3,

IpRI= 0.~5 ( i4 +~)

(24)(6)
+ 2(40x103)(231 x10-6)(5+1/3)e24)

= 4.33 + 0.5 = 4.83A

The core must be able to handle 4.83A peak current in the
231J!H primary winding without saturating. (See section on in-
ductors and transformers for further details).

Output Divider

R1 and R2 set output voltage:

R1 = (VOUT- VREF)R2 (80)
VREF

VREF= feedback reference voltage of the LT1070 = 1.244V

R1 and R2 can vary over a wide range, but a convenient value
for R2 is 1.24kO, a standard 1% value.

For a 5V output, R1 = (5 - 1.244)(1.24)/1.244 = 3.756kO

Frequency Compensation

R3 and C2 provide a pole-zero frequency compensation. For
details, see the section on frequency compensation else-
where in this data sheet.

Snubber Design

Flyback converters using transformers require a clamp to pro-
tect the switch from overvoltage spikes. These spikes are
created by leakage inductance in the transformer. Leakage
inductance (Lu is modeled as an inductor in series with the
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primary winding which is not coupled to the secondary as
shown in Figure 23.

During switch "on" time, a current is established in LL equal
to peak primary current (lpRI). When the switch turns off, the
energy stored in LL, (E = 12 e LL/2) will cause the switch volt-
age to fly up to breakdown if the voltage is not clamped.

*' C3

f

~

CLAMP ~
EITHER ZENER

OR RIC

Figure 23. Snubber Clamping

If a zener diode is used for clamping, zener clamp voltage is
selected by assigning a maximum switch voltage and maxi-
mum input voltage:

VZENER= VM - VIN(MAX)
VM = max allowed switch voltage

The standard LT1070 maximum switch voltage is 65V, so VM
is typically set at 60V to allow a margin of 5V. If we assume
VIN(MAX)= 30V for this circuit:

VZENER= 60 - 30 = 30V

Peak zener current is equal to peak primary current (IPRI),and
average power dissipation is equal to:

P _ (Vz}(IPRI)2 eLL e f (81)
ZENER- ( V + V )

2 VZ-~
N

An important part of this equation is the term
[Vz - (VOUT+ Vf)/ N] in the denominator. This voltage is de-
fined as snubber voltage (VSNUB),and is the difference be-
tween the zener voltage and the normal flyback voltage of the
primary. (See waveforms with Figure 22). If VSNUBis too low,
zener dissipation rises rapidly. A reasonable minimum for
VSNUB is 10V, so this should be checked before proceeding
further:

VSNUS=VZ- VOUT+Vf=30_ 5+0.7 =129V (82)
N 1/3'
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Leakage inductance in a transformer can be minimized by
bifilarwinding or by interleaving the primary and secondary. If
this is done correctly, leakage inductance is usually less than
1% of primary inductance. If we wind T1 for LpRI= 23OJLH,LL
should be less than 2.3JLH.Using this value, power dissipation
in the zener at full load current is;

PZENER= (30)(4.83)2 - (2.3x 10 -6)(40 X 103) = 2.5W
2 (30- 5+ 0.7)

1/3

Zener dissipation under short circuit conditions is calculated
from the same equation (81) by assuming that VOUT= 0, and
IpRIis the current limit value of the LT1070.lf we let IpRI= 9A:

PZENER= (30)(9)2 (3.5x 10 -6)(40 X 103) = 4W
(output shorted) 2 (30 - ~i;)

The waveform of LT1070switch voltage shows a narrow spike
extending above the snubber clamp voltage. This spike is
caused by the turn-on time of the clamp circuit, in particular
the diode in series with the zener. This diode should be a
Schottky or a very fast·turn-on type to minimize the height of
this spike. It must be rated for peak currents equal to IpRI.The
reverse voltage rating of the diode must be at least VIN(MAX).

An alternative to zener clamping is an RlC clamp. This is less
expensive, but has the disadvantage of a less well defined
clamping level. The RC snubber also dissipates power even
with no·load conditions. A value for R4 is found from:

VR= voltage across snubber resistor

If we set VR= 30V (same as VZENERl,and use full load condi-
tions of IpRI= 4.83A:

R - 2[(30)2-30-5/(1/3)] -4100
SNUB- (4.83)2(2.3x 10 -6)(40 X 103) -

Power dissipation in the snubber at full load is equal to:

PR= VR2/R= (3O)2/419=2.15W

At very light loads, the voltage across the snubber resistor
drops to the flyback voltage of the primary, VR= (VOUT+VI)/N.

In this example, flyback voltage is 16.8V, resulting in a snub-
ber dissipation of (16.8)2/4100= 0.67W.

This may be a consideration where high efficiency is neces-
sary even with near·zero output loads. Short circuit power dis-
sipation in the snubber resistor is approximately equal to:

PR (IPRI)2- f - LL
(output shorted) '" 2 (84)

IpRI in short circuit is the current limit of the LT1070. For
IpRI= 9A, snubber dissipation with the output shorted is
",3.7W in this example.

The value of C3 is not critical, but it should be large enough to
keep the ripple voltage across the snubber to only a few volts.
This yields a capacitor value of:

C3 = R _~~ Vs (Vs = voltage ripple across C3) (85)

For Vs = 3V, VR= 3OV,R = 4100: - (419)(40~ 103) (3) = 0.6JLF

C3 should be a very low ESR (effective series resistance) film
or ceramic type to keep spike voltage to a minimum.

C4 and R5 (shown in dashed lines) form an optional damper
which eliminates primary ringing for light output load condi·
tions when secondary current drops to zero during switch off
time (discontinuous operation). Typical values are R = 3000 to
1.5kO,C = 500 to 5OOOpF.

Output Diode (01)

The output diode has an average forward current equal to out·
put current, but the current flows in pulses with an amplitude
equal to:

I01(PEAK)=lOUT (1 + VOUT+VI) (86)
N -VIN

For the circuit in Figure 22,with lOUT= 6A:

I01(PEAK)= (6) (1 + (;/~ ~2~)) = 10.3A
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To calculate diode power dissipation, use the forward voltage
at this peak current multiplied times output current;

P01 = (Vt) (lOUT)

Vt = D1 forward voltage at peak current

With VI = 0.55V and lOUT= 6A, D1 power dissipation is 3.3W.

During start·up and overload conditions D1 current will in·
crease significantly. Average diode current through D1 when
the LT1070 is in current limit is equal to:

101_ ex • (IUM • VIN)
(during LT1070 current limit) - N VIN+ VOUT+ VI

ex is an empirical multiplier slightly less than unity. It is very
complex to calculate, but it takes into account such things as
switch resistance, leakage inductance, snubber losses, and
transformer losses. If we assume ex = 0.8, IUM = 9A, VIN = 24V,
N = 1/3, Vt = 0.55V, and a shorted output, (YOUT= 0):

I - 0.8 (9 • 24) 20A
01- 1/3 (24)+ 0 + 0.8 =

Peak diode current will be only slightly higher because the
duty cycle of the diode is approaching 100% with VOUT= O.

Output short circuit current can be reduced if desired by
clamping the Vc pin of the LT1070. The best way to do this
and still be assured of maximum full load current is to clamp
the Vc pin to a portion of output voltage. This generates a
foldback current limit that will reduce short circuit current
without affecting normal load current. The clamp network in
Figure 24 will reduce shorted output current of the circuit in
Figure 22 to ",,5A.

3.2k 1
Rl

50011

The clamp point is generated by splitting R1 into two reo
sistors such that the tap point voltage is "" 1.75V at normal
output voltage. This ensures that D4 will not turn on until the
output voltage begins to drop. When VOUT= OV,the voltage at
the FB pin is clamped to approximately 0.35V by the internal
mode select circuitry and the voltage at the R1 tap point will
be approximately the same. The current through the diodes
will be maximum available Vc pin current. This sets the clamp
voltage on the Vc pin at "" 1.55V, reducing output short circuit
current to ",,5A. Full load current can be reduced if desired by
moving the tap point on R1 down, even to the point where it
becomes part of R2.

Output Capacitor (C1)

Flyback converters do not use the inductance of the trans·
former as a filter, so the output capacitor must do all the filter·
ing work. The output peak·to·peak voltage ripple is equal to:

Vp·p= lOUT + (ESR)(IOUT)(1 + VOUT ) (88)
f • C1 (1 + N • VIN) N • VIN

VOUT

ESR = effective series resistance of C1

The first term is the ripple due to the capacitance of C1; the
second term is ripple due solely to the ESR of the capacitor.
As it turns out, commercially available capacitors in the
range required for this application (100-10,000",F) have ESR
high enough to dominate the ripple voltage. A 2000",F capaci·
tor for instance, might have a guaranteed ESR of 0.020. For
lOUT= 6A, VOUT= 5V, VIN = 24V, N = 1/3, this gives:

Vp.p= 6
(40 x 103)(2000 x 10 -6) (1 + (1/3~(24))

+ (0.02)(6) (1 + (1/3~(24))

= 28.8mV + 195mV = 224mV

The ESR term dominates and will be the main criteria for se·
lecting the size of the output capacitor.

An alternative to brute force output capacitance (to obtain
low ESR) is to add an LC output filter (shown as L1 and C4 in
Figure 22). A relatively small inductor and capacitor can
greatly reduce output ripple. If we assume the ripple across
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C1 is due solely to ESR,and therefore rectangular, the ratio of
filter output ripple to input ripple is:

VOUT(p-p)_ r _ ESR4(Vour)(N e VIN) (89)
VIN(p.p)- - (L1)(n(Vour+NeVIN)2

ESR4= effective series resistance of C4

This formula again assumes that the ESRof C4 dominates its
total impedance. For ESR4= 0.10, L1 = 10/LH, Vour= 5V,
N = 1/3,VIN= 24V

r= (10x 10j~'~~~b~~(;~1/3 e 24)2 -0.059

This is a 16:1 reduction in ripple, greatly easing the require-
ments on C1.Total output ripple, with a filter, is given by:

Vp.p = (ESR1)(ESR4)(Vour) (lour)
(L1)(n(Vour+ NeVIN)

For ESR1= 0.050, ESR4= 0.10, Vour= 5V, VIN= 24V, N = 1/3,
lour = 6A, L1 = 10/LH,output ripple (p.p) is:

V (0.05)(0.1)(5)(6) - 288m V
p-p= (10x10-6)(40x103)(5+1/3e24) .

TOTALLY ISOLATED CONVERTER
The LT1070has a second operating mode called "isolated fly-
back," as shown in Figure 25 (see Note 1 with figure). While in
this mode, it does not use the feedback pin to sense output
voltage; instead, it senses and regulates the transformer
primary voltage during switch "off" time (tOFF).This voltage is
related to Vour by:

Vour=(N)(VPRI)-Vf (90)
(during tOFF)

N = turns ratio of transformer
Vf = forward voltage of output diode

VPRI= primary voltage during switch "off" time

L1
10pH 15V~r

E200PF
COM----

L2 + C6~.r:F
-15V

'REOUIREO IF INPUT LEADS ~2'
NOTE 1: ANY NUMBER OF OUTPUTS CAN
BE USED WITH THIS CONFIGURATION.
TRANSFER THE SUM OF ALL OUTPUT
POWERS TO A SINGLE OUTPUT WHEN
USING THE FORMULAS;

I :; POUT
OUT= VOUT

;tmv ~ 16V SWITCH VOLTAGE
l~ ION tOFF

VOUT +V, (V,=OIOOE FORWARD VOLTAGE)

OV ~ SECONDARY VOLTAGE

t
N· VIN



The secondary output voltage will be regulated if VPRI is
regulated. The LT1070 switches from normal mode to regu-
lated primary mode when the current out of the feedback pin
exceeds ,.,10pA. An internal clamp holds the voltage (VFS) on
this pin at ,.,400mV. R2 is used to put the LT1070 in isolated
flyback mode. It also doubles as an adjustment in the regu-
lated output. VPRI is regulated to 16V + 7k (VFslR2), where
VFslR2 is equal to the current through R2, and the 7k is an in-
ternal resistor. VOUTis therefore equal to:

VOUT=N [16+7k (~:)] -VI (91)

and the required transformer turns ratio is:

N= VOUT+V!

16+ 7k (~:)

The term, 7K (VFslR2) is normally set to ,.,2V to allow some
adjustment range in VOUT.Solving for N in Figure 25, with
VOUT= 15V:

N = 1;6++027= 0.872

The smallest integer ratio with N close to 0.872 is 7:8 = 0.875.
T1 is to be wound with this turns ratio for each output. The
total number of turns is determined by the required primary
!nductance, (LpRI).This inductance has no optimum value; it
ISa trade off between core size, regulation requirements, and
leakage inductance effects. A reasonable starting value is
found by assigning a maximum magnetizing current (ill) of
10% of the peak switch current of the LT1070. Magnetizing
current is the difference between the primary current at the
start of switch "on" time and the current at the end of switch
"on" time. This gives a value for LpRIof:

LpRI= VIN
(1l1)ln (1 + ~)

VPRI

ill = primary magnetizing current
VPRI= regulated primary flyback voltage

For VIN= 5V, III = 0.5A, VPRI= 18V:

LpRI= (0.5)(40 x 1~3)(1 + 5/18) = 196/LH
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Again, this value is not an optimum figure, it is simply a com-
promise between maximum output current and core size.

A second consideration on primary inductance is the transi-
tion from continuous mode to discontinuous mode. At light
output loads, the flyback pulse across the primary will drop
toward zero before the end of switch "off" time. The LT1070
interprets this as a drop in output voltage and raises duty cy-
cle to compensate. This results in an abnormally high output
voltage. To avoid this situation, the output should have a
minimum load equal to:

IOUT(MIN)= (VPRI• VIN)2 (94)
(VPRI+ VIN)2 (2 VOUT)In (LpRI)

with VPRI= 18V, VIN= 5V, VOUT= 15V, LpRi= 200/LH:

I = (18· 5)2 _
OUT(MIN) (18 + 5)2 (2 • 15)(40 x 103)(200 x 10 -6) - 64mA

This current may be shared equally on each output at 32mA
per output. If a lighter minimum load is desired, primary in-
ductance must be increased. This also increases leakage in-
ductance, so some care must be used.

Leakage inductance is a portion of the primary which is not
coupled to the secondary. This leakage inductance will cre-
ate a flyback spike following switch opening. The height of
this, spike must be clampe? with a snubber (R4, C3, 02) to
aVOid overvoltage on the sWitch. (Please read snubber details
in the section on normal mode flyback regulators). The width
of the leakage inductance spike is equal to:

tL = (IPRI)(LLl
VM - VPRI- VIN

LL = leakage inductance
IpRI= peak primary current
VM = peak switch voltage

This spike width is important because it must be less than
1.5JLSwide. The LT1070 has internal blanking for,., 1.5/Ls fol-
lowing switch turn-off. This blanking time ensures that the fly-
back error amplifier will not interpret the leakage inductance
spike as the actual flyback voltage to be regulated. To avoid
poor regulation, the spike must be less than the blanking
time.

If transformer T1 is trifilar wound for minimum leakage induc-
tance, LL may have a typical value of 1.5% of lpRI. Assuming
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LpRI= 200JLH,LL would be 3JLH.To calculate tL, we still need to
assign a value to VM. In this case, with VIN = SV, a conserva·
tive value for maximum switch voltage would be VM = SOV. If
we assume a maximum primary current of SA for maximum
output current, spike width is:

tL= (S)(3x10-6) =O.56JLs
5O-18-S

This is well within the maximum value of l.SJLs. Note,
however, that the pulse width grows rapidly as the sum of
VPRI+ VIN approaches maximum switch voltage. The follow·
ing formula will allow one to calculate the maximum ratio of
leakage inductance to primary inductance in a given
situation.

L
tLe(VM-Vp-VIN)(61)(f) (1+ VIN)

--.!:(MAX) = Vp (96)
Lp IpRI(VIN)

With a fairly large VIN (36V), even if we use a less conservative
value of 60V for VM, with tL = l.SJLS,Vp = 18V, 61= O.SA, and
IpRI= SA:

LL (1.Sx10-6)(60-18-36)(O.S)(40x103) (1+ ~)

Lp (MAX) = (S)(36)
= 0.003 = 0.3%

This low ratio of leakage inductance to primary inductance
would be nearly impossible to wind, so some compromises
must be made. If maximum output current is not required, IpRI
will be less than SA, (see formula 99). Ripple current (61)can
also be increased. Finally, an LT1070HV (high voltage) part
can be used, with a switch rating of 7SV. Substituting
IpRI= 2.SA, 61 = 1A, VM = 70V into the above calculation yields
LL/LpRI= 3%, which is easily achievable.

Maximum output power with an isolated f1yback converter is
less than an ordinary flyback converter because transformer
turns ratio is fixed by output voltage. This fixes duty cycle at:

DC = VPRI (97)
VPRI+ VIN

and maximum power is limited to:

POUT(MAX)= ( VPRI )[VIN (!p- M)_(lp)2 Rl(0.8) (98)
VPRI+VIN ~ 2

R = LT1070 switch "on" resistance
Ip = maximum switch current
0.8 = fudge factor to account for losses in addition to R

With VPRIat a nominal 18V, VIN=SV, Ip=SA, 61=0.SA, duty
cycle is 78% and maximum output power is:

~~= (1i~s)[S (s- °2S)-(S)2(0.2) ] (0.8)= 11.74W

An analysis of the power formula shows that at low VIN, maxi·
mum output power is proportional to VIN, and at high VIN,
maximum power approaches SOW.

Peak primary current for loads less than the maximum is
found from:

IpRI= (VOUT)(I0UT)(VPRI+VIN) + M +:O;JJ2R1 (99)
0.8 (VPRI)(VIN) 2 LVIN..J

This formula is actually a quadratic, but rather than solve it
explicitly, a much simpler technique, for the range of IpRI in·
volved, is to calculate the first two terms on the right, then
use this value of IpRIto calculate the last term. For the circuit
in Figure 2S with IOUF 0.2SA on each output, VPRI= 18V,
VIN = SV, 61 = O.SA,R = 0.20:

IpRi= (1S)(0.S)(18 + S) + O.S + (2.64)2 (0.2) = 2 92A
0.8 (18)(S) 2 S .

2.64A

The transformer must be sized so that the core does not saturate
with 2.92A in the primary winding. Note that there is plenty of
margin on SA maximum switch current. A smaller core could be
used if 61 were increased to 1A, cutting primary inductance in
half. (See section on inductors and transformers.)

Output Capacitors

Flyback regulators do not utilize the inductance of the trans·
former as a filter, so all filtering must be done by the output
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capacitors, C1 and C4. They should be low ESR types to mini·
mize output ripple. In general, output ripple is limited by the
ESR of the capacitor, not the actual capacitance. Output
ripple in peak-to-peak volts is given by:

Vp-p = ;.~ (ESR) 'This factor of 2 is used (100)
because of dual
outputs.

With IpRI= 2.92A, N = 0.872, and assigning an ESR of O.Hl,
output ripple is:

Vp-p = (2.92)(0.1) = 167mVp·p @ full load
(2)(0.872)

Had we based the output ripple formula on the actual output
capacitance, rather than its ESR, the result would have been
::::10mV, showing that ESR effects do dominate. The O.Hl
value chosen for ESR is probably higher than typical for a
good 500ILF capacitor, but less than guaranteed maximum.
Note that one reason for high output ripple in this circuit is
that the converter is operating at a rather high duty cycle of
78% because of the low input voltage. This leaves only 22%
of the time for the secondary to be delivering current to the
load. As a consequence, secondary peak currents, and there·
fore output ripple, are high.

If low output ripple is required, an output filter may be a better
choice than simply using huge output capacitors. See sec-
tion on Output Filters.

Load and Line Regulation

Load and line regulation are affected by many "open loop"
factors in this circuit because the actual output voltage is not
sensed-only the primary. Some of these factors are core
nonlinearities, diode resistance, leakage inductance, winding
resistance, (including skin effect) capacitor ESR, and sec-
ondary inductance. A typical load regulation for this circuit
with a load variation from 20% to 100% is ::::3%. Line regula-
tion at light loads is better than 0.3% for VIN= 4.5V to 5.5V,
but degrades to ::::1% for full loads.

With multiple output supplies obtained from a single
switching loop, the problem of cross regulation appears. In
this supply, an increase in load current from 50mA to 200mA
on one output, with a constant SOmA load on the second out·
put, will cause the loaded output to drop 280mV and the con-
stant load output to rise 1oomV.

If improved line and load regulation are necessary, a
modification can be made to the basic circuit as shown
below:

INPUT
BYPASS

CAPACITOR

;~~6~"'.. +
Rw

R2 is split into two resistors with the center tap coupled to the
ground pin of the LT1070 through Cwo A small resistor Rw is
inserted in series with the ground pin. When a load is applied
to the output, input current flowing through Rw causes the
voltage drop across R2 to increase. This increases regulated
primary voltage and thereby output voltage, cancelling the
open loop load regulation effects mentioned earlier. Line
regulation is also significantly improved at full load.

The value of Rw is found from:

Rw = (ro) (VIN)(E)(R2) (101)
(VoUT)(7k)(N)'

ro = output resistance without compensation = ll.VOUT/ll.loUT
E = efficiency ::::0.75

'Multiply N by two for dual outputs

For the circuit in Figure 25, ro is found by loading both out·
puts simultaneously, and summing the changes of the two
outputs. With 3% load regulation, @ 1l.IOUT= 2oomA, this is a
total output change of 9OOmV.ro is then 900mV divided by a
current change of 2oomA, or 4.511VOUTis the sum of the two
outputs, = 30V, N is 0.875 x 2 = 1.75, and R2 is ::::1.2k:

Rw = (4.5)(5)(0.75)(1,200) = 0.0550
(30)(7k)(1.75)
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This low value of resistance preserves the efficiency of the
converter, but is sometimes hard to find "off the shelf". A 15"
length of #26 hookup wire was used for the breadboard. To
minimize inductance, the wire is folded in half before winding
around a form.

Cw must be made large enough to prevent loop oscillation
problems. The product of Cw times the parallel resistance of
the two halves of R2 should be several times larger than the
basic regulator settling time constant.

With load regulation compensation, the effects of cross
regulation are worse than with no compensation. Multiple
output supplies should be carefully evaluated for all expected
conditions of output loading.

Frequency Compensation

The frequency compensation capacitor C2, is much lower in
this design than in others because the gm of the LT1070 is
much lower in the isolated mode than in the normal mode.
See frequency compensation section for details.

A current boosted buck converter is shown in Figure 26. It
can supply more output current than a standard buck con-
verter or a f1yback converter for larger input-output differen-
tials because current flows to the output both when the
switch is on and when it is off. The "on" cycle can supply up
to 5A to the load. The off cycle will deliver 1/N times that
much current. With N = 1/3, current delivered to the load duro
ing switch off time will be 15A. Total available load current
will depend on switch duty cycle, which in turn is fixed by in-
put voltage.
An operational amplifier must be added to generate a feed-
back signal which floats on top of the regulated output be-
cause that is where the ground pin of the LT1070 is tied. A 1 is
an LM308 selected because its output goes low when both its
inputs are equal to the op amp negative supply voltage. This
condition occurs at VOUT = 0 during start-up. If the op-amp
output went high during this condition, the LT1070 would
never start up. R1 and R2 set output voltage, with the bottom
of R1 returned directly to the load for "low" sensing. R4 and

4701l C3 R6 •
2!N 0.47"F 4701l

"V,N
1:N

Vsw ':"

N ~0.25

LT1070

R7 R2
1k 1.24k 01

GNO Vc FB

V,.

RB
10011
MINIMUM
LOAO~50mA



R5 force Kelvin sensing between the output and the ground
pin of the LT1070. It appears that these resistors are shorted
out, but the voltage drop across the wire from the ground pin
of the LT1070 to the output will cause load regulation prob-
lems unless it is "sensed" by R4 and R5.These resistors can
be eliminated if that wire is heavy gauge and less than 2"
long.

The following equations should be helpful in designing varia·
tions of this circuit.

R5= (Vour)· (R1) = (Vour)· (1.24k)
VREF 1.244V

R5_ R1
R4-R2

N VOur+VI(MIN)=------
VM- VIN- VSNUB

DC= Vour+VI
Vour + VI + N (VIN- Your)

LpRI= Vour
(61).f. (N+ Vour )

VIN-VOur

(V~UT + VIN- VOUT) (1- N)
Vp·p = (ESR)(lourJ------ (107)

VIN

lourlMAX)= ~P- ~)[ Vour+ VI/~N(VIN _ vour)] (0.8) (108)

IpAi= I~~ [Vour+ N (VIN- Your)] (Add~ for peak

primary current)

N = turns ratio
VM= LT1070maximum switch voltage
VSNUB= snubber voltage (see f1yback section)
VI = forward voltage of 01
DC = switch duty cycle
61= peak·to·peak primary ripple current
ESR= effective series resistance of C2
IpRI= average primary current during switch on time
Vp·p = peak·ta-peak output ripple voltage
Ip= max rated switch current for LT1070

The value for N(min)is based on switch breakdown. Low val·
ues give higher output current, but also higher switch voltage.
61 is normally chosen at 20 to 40% of IpRI.Note that the ripple
equation contains the term (1- N) in the numerator, implying
that output ripple current and voltage will bezero for N = 1.This
is because of the simplifying assumption that ripple current
into the output capacitor is the difference between primary and
secondary current. This difference is zero for N = 1, and the
equation is no longer valid.

The negative buck converter in Figure 27 is capable of much
higher output current than the standard buck converter upper
limit of 5A. For design details, see positive current boosted
buck converter and standard negative buck converter.

NEGATIVE INPUT·NEGATIVE OUTPUT FLYBACK
CONVERTER

This circuit in Figure 28 is normally used for negative output
voltages higher than the negative input. If voltages lowerthan
the input are required, see negative buck converter or nega·
tive current boosted buck converter and standard negative
buck converter.

The voltage divider, R1 and R2, is required to prevent forward
bias on 01. Connect R1, R2, and R3 exactly as shown for
proper output sensing. Further design details may be taken
from positive f1ybackconverter section.

(109) The positive input-negativeoutput flyback converter in Figure 29
requires an external op-amp to generate the feedback signal for
the LT1070.R1and R2set output voltage with R1scaled at 1kfJJV.
The bottom of R1goes directly to the output for sensing. R3and
R4provide the ground (low)sense.Any voltage drop between the
ground pin of the LT1070and the actual ground (+ ) output can
cause load regulation problems. These are eliminated if R3and
R4areconnected exactly as shown. R3and R4can beeliminated
if the LT1070ground pin is connected directly to output ground
with a veryshort heavywire.

For design details, see positive flyback converter.
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.
'hT1 I

I. 'hT1

1 } TOTAL INOUCTANCE~4mH
INTERLEAVE PRIMARY AND

~'-5 SECONDARY F.OR LOW LEAKAGE
- INDUCTANCE

The standard boost converter has a maximum output voltage
slightly less than the maximum switch voltage of the LT1070.
If higher voltages are desired, the inductor can be tapped as
shown in Figure 30. The effect of the tap is to reduce peak
switch voltage by;

(VOUT- VIN) ( 1~ N ) volts.

A large value for N will allow high output voltages to be regu-
lated without exceeding maximum switch voltage.
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A snubber is needed now to handle leakage inductance of the
tap point. The following formulas will be helpful for variations
on this design.

N(min)= VOUT- VM + VSNUB (Use max VIN)
VM - VIN - VSNUB

DC= VOur-VIN
Vour + (N) • (VIN)

Ip- M MN)
IOur(MAX)= __ 2 __

Vour+(N)· (VIN)

I lour (Vour + NVIN)
PRI= (VIN)

Average during switch on
time. For peak, add ~ (113)

LpRI= VIN(VOur-VIN) (114)
(~I)(n (Vour + N VIN)

~I ::::20to 40% of IpRI

V . - (IouT)(ESR)(VOUT + N VIN) (115)
pp- VIN(N+1)

DC = switch duty cycle
VSNUB= snubber voltage (see f1yback section for details)
VM = maximum allowed LT1070 switch voltage
Ip = maximum LT1070 switch current
~I = peak-to-peak primary current ripple
ESR = effective series resistance of C
Vp-p = peak·to·peak output voltage ripple

L1 should be wound for minimum leakage inductance by using
bifilar winding or interleaved windings. R3 and C2 are selected
using the technique described in the frequency compensation
section. For snubber details see f1yback description section. This
regulator is not short-circuit proof because L1 and D1 short input
to ground when output is shorted.

The LT1070 can be used as a negative boost regulator as
shown in Figure 31 by using the same diode-coupled feed-
back technique used in the positive buck mode. Basically, D2
and C3 create a peak detector which gives a voltage across
C3 equal to the output voltage. R1 and R2 act as a voltage di-
vider to set output voltage at (VREF)(R1 + R2)/R2. C3 also acts
as a floating power supply for the LT1070. The ground pin of
the LT1070 switches back and forth between the output volt-
age and ground to drive the inductor, L1. For proper circuit
operation, a minimum preload of 10mA is required on the out·
put (shown as Ro).

For further design information, see positive boost converter
for details on L1, C1, D1, and output filters. The feedback
scheme used here is discussed in more detail in the positive
buck section. A refinement in the feedback is that the power
transistor driver current flowing into the VIN pin must come
from D2 and C3. This tends to compensate for the series reo
sistance of D1 as it affects load regulation.
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This positive to negative converter uses the same feed-
back technique as the positive buck converter. Normal
feedback cannot be used because the ground pin of the
LT1070 is sWitching back and forth between + VIN and
- VOUT.To generate a floating feedback signal, 02 peak
detects the output voltage during the LT1070 switch off
time. This voltage appears across C3 as a floating OC level
which is used as feedback to the LT1070. Output voltage is
set by the ratio of R1 to R2. R4 is used to limit the effect of
turn·on spikes across the main catch diode, 01. Without
this resistor, 01 turn·on spikes would cause C3 to charge
to an abnormally high voltage and the output voltage
would sag down at high load currents.

03 and C4 are used to generate a floating supply for the
LT1070. The voltage across C4 will peak detect to (VOUT)
volts. RS is added to ensure start-up. R6 is a preload, reo
quired only if the normal load can drop to zero current.

For further design details on this circuit, the basic formu-
las from the negative to positive buck/boost converter may
be used, along with the feedback explanation from the
positive buck converter.

This tapped-inductor version of the boost converter can
offer significant increases in output power when the
input-output voltage differential is not too high. The ratio
of output current for this converter compared to a stand-
ard boost converter is:

lOUT _ N + 1

IBOOST - N (1 -~) + 1
VOUT

If VOUT- VIN, the increase in output current approaches
N + 1. Maximum N, however, is limited by switch break-
down voltage;

N(max) = VM - VOUT- VSNUB
VOUT- VMIN

VM = maximum LT1070 switch voltage
VSNUB= snubber voltage (see Flyback section)
VMIN= minimum input voltage

For VM = 60V, VOUT= 28V, VSNUB= 8V, VMIN= 16V

N(max)= 60-28-L2
28-16
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The increase in output current is;

~ = 2+1 =1.62=62%
IBOOST 2 (1 - ~V+ 1

operating duty cycle is given by;

DC= VOUT- VIN

VOUT- (N~1) (VIN)

A reasonable value for total inductance is found by as-
suming that this circuit is used near peak switch current
of 5A, and allowing a 20% increase in switch current dur-
ing switch on time-~I = 1A

Actual maximum output current is:

I () (Ip- ~1/2) (5- 0.5)
OUT max = V =

OUT __ N_ 28 _ g
VMIN N+1 16 3

=4.15A

Ip= maximum LT1070switch current
~I = increase in inductor current during switch on time
~I= VOUT-VIN (L=totalinductance)

(L)(n (VOUT __ N_)
VIN N + 1

L(total)= VOUT- VMIN
(n(~I) (VOUT __ N_)

\VMIN N + 1

= 28-16
(40.103) (1) (28 - g)

16 3

Snubber values are empirically selected to limit snubber
voltage to the value chosen ('" 8V). For lowest snubber
losses, the "1" and "N" sections of the inductor should be
wound for maximum coupling (consult manufacturers).

I D1 VOUT
28V
4A

V,N

R1
VIN 27k

16-24V- lT1070

C1

GND

R2
1.24k

C2

':'
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Forward converters can use smaller cores than flyback
converters because they do not need to store energy in the
core. Energy is transferred directly to the output during
switch "on" time. The output secondary (N) is positive and
delivering current through D1 when the LT1070 switch is
on (Vsw low). At switch turn off, the output winding goes
negative and output current flows through D2 as in a buck
regulator. A third winding (M) is needed in a single switch
forward converter to define switch voltage during switch
off time. This "reset" winding, however, limits the maxi-
mum duty cycle allowed for the switch. The voltage across
the switch during its off state is:

Vsw = VIN + V~N+ VSNUB

VSNUB= snubber voltage spike caused by leakage
inductance

By rearranging this formula, a minimum value for M can be
found:

M(min) = VIN(MAX)
VM- VIN(MAX)- VSNUB

VM = maximum LT1070 switch voltage
VIN(MAX)= maximum input voltage

For the circuit shown, with VIN(MAX)= 30V, and selecting
VSNUB= 5V, and VM = 60V:

30
M(min)= 60-30-5 = 1.2

The value of M will define maximum switch duty cycle. If
the LT1070 attempts to operate at a duty cycle above this
limit, the core will saturate because the volt-second prod·
uct across the primary in the switch off state will not be
enough to keep flux balance. Duty cycle is limited to:

DC(max) _1_ = 1 = 45%
1 + M 1 + 1.2

Forward Converter

11
01 70pH VOUTT1 5V

6A

02 Cl +
2000"F

VIN Vsw Rl
3.74k

VIN _
LT1070 042D-30V-

GNO Vc FB
R6

330

R2

C4
R5 1.24k
111

-=
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For maximum output current, N should be as small as
possible. Smaller values of N, however, require larger duty
cycles, so N is limited to a minimum of:

N(min): _(M_+_1)_(V_OU_T+_V_I)
VIN(LOW)

VI: 01 and 02 forward voltage
VIN(LOW): minimum input voltage

For the circuit shown, with VI: 0.6V, VIN(LOW): 20V:

N(min): (1.2 + 1~65+ 0.6) - 0.62

To avoid core saturation during normal operation, primary
inductance must be a minimum value determined by core
volume and core flux density:

L > ( VOUT+ VI )2 ( 0.411"- /le )
PRI- N-BM-f Ve-10-8

BM: maximum operating flux density
f: LT1070 operating frequency (40kHz)
Ve: core volume
/le: effective core permeability

For BM: 2000 gauss (typical for ferrites), Ve: 6cm 3, and
lie: 1500, VOUT+ VI: 5.6V, N: 0.62:

L > [ 5.6 ] 2 (0.411")(1500) : 400 H
PRI- (0.62) (2000) (40 x 103) (6)(10-8) /l

The operating flux density of forward converters is often
limited by temperature rise rather than saturation. At 2000
gauss, the core loss of a typical ferrite is 0.25W/cm3. Total
core loss @ Ve: 6cm3 '" 1.5W. When this is combined with
copper winding losses, there may be excess core tempera·
tures. Larger cores will allow more space for copper, or
can be operated at lower flux density with the same cop·
per loss. See Transformer Design guide for further details.

Conventional forward converters use a flip·flop to limit
maximum duty cycle to 50% and set M : 1. The LT1070 will
let duty cycle go to ::: 95% during start up and low input
voltage conditions. This would cause core saturation and
subsequent primary and switch currents of up to 10A. To
avoid this, Q1 and R5 have been added. Onset of core

saturation will cause a voltage drop across R5 high
enough to turn on Q1 at each cycle. This pulls down on the
Vc pin, reducing duty cycle and maintaining normal switch
currents. R6 and C4 filter out spikes.

Operating duty cycle is given by;

DC: VOUT+ VI
N - VIN

The output filter inductor (L1) is chosen as a tradeoff be·
tween maximum output power, output ripple, physical
size, and loop transient response. A reasonable value is
one which gives a peak·to·peak inductor ripple current
(dill of ",20% of lOUT.This leads to a value for L1 of:

L1: VOUT(N - VIN - VOUT)
(0.2 lOUT)(N -VIN - f)

for lOUT: 6A, VIN: 25V, VOUT: 5V, N: 0.62:

5[(0.62) (25) - 5] _
L1: (0.2) (6) (0.62) (25) (40 x 103) - 70/lH

Larger values of L1 will increase maximum output current
only slightly. Output ripple voltage will go down inversely
with larger L1, but physical size will quickly become a
problem for large values because the inductor must han·
die large DC currents. Peak inductor current is equal to
lOUT+ dIL/2.

Maximum output current for this forward converter is
given by:

IOUT(MAX): [* - d~L _ dl~RI] 0.9

Ip: maximum LT1070 switch current
dipRI : peak primary magnetizing current

: VOUT/(f- N - LpRI)
dlL: peak·to-peak output inductor current
0.9: fudge factor for losses

For Ip: 5A, N : 0.62, dlL: 1.2A, dlpRI: 0.5A;

IOUT(MAX): [_5_ - 11- Jl:i] 0.9: 6A
0.62 2 0.62
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Output voltage ripple (p.p) is assumed to be set by L1 and
the ESR of C1:

Vp-p = (AIL) (ESR1) = ESR1 ~~~)Tlf~~N; (~II~)- VOUT)

ESR1 = effective series resistance of C1

If we assume 0.020 for ESR1, and VIN = 25V,

Vp-p = (70 x(~g~Wi~~·~21~3~~0~6~)(25) = 24mVp-p

If less output ripple is desired, the most effective method
may be to add an LC filter. See section on output filters.

FREQUENCY COMPENSATION
Although the architecture of the LT1070 is simple enough to
lend itself to a mathematical approach to frequency com-
pensation, the added complication of input and/or output fil-
ters, unknown capacitor ESR, and gross operating point
changes with input voltage and load current variations all
suggest a more practical empirical method. Many hours
spent on breadboards have shown that the simplest way to
optimize the frequency compensation of the LT1070 is to use
transient response techniques and an "RlC box" to quickly
iterate toward the final compensation network.

There are many ways to inject a transient signal into a
switching regulator, but the suggested method is to use an
AC coupled output load variation. This technique avoids prob-
lems of injection point loading and is general to all switching
topologies. The only variation required may be an amplitude
adjustment to maintain small signal conditions with ade-
quate signal strength. Figure 32 shows the set-up.

A function generator with 500 output impedance is coupled
through a 50l1/1000I'F series RC network to the regulator out-
put. Generator frequency is non-critical. A good starting point
is "'50Hz. Lower frequencies may cause a blinking scope dis-
play which is annoying to work with. Higher frequencies may
not allow sufficient settling time for the output transient.
Amplitude of the generator output is typically set at 5Vp-p to
generate a 100mAp-p load variation. For lightly loaded out-
puts (IOUT<100mA), this level may be too high for small signal

response. If the positive and negative transition settling
waveforms are significantly different, amplitude should be re-
duced. Actual amplitude is not particularly important
because it is the shape of the resulting regulator output wave-
form which indicates loop stability.

A two-pole oscilloscope filter with f = 10kHz is used to block
switching frequencies. Regulators without added LC output
filters have SWitching frequency signals at their outputs
which may be much higher amplitude than the low frequency
settling waveform to be studied. The filter frequency is high
enough to pass the settling waveform with no distortion.

Oscilloscope and generator connections should be made
exactly as shown to prevent ground loop errors. The oscillo-
scope is synced by connecting channel "B" probe to the
generator output, with the ground clip of the second probe
connected to exactly the same place as channel "A" ground.
The standard 500 BNC sync output of the generator should
not be used because of ground loop errors. It may also be
necessary to isolate either the generator or oscilloscope
from its third wire (earth ground) connection in the power plug
to prevent ground loop errors in the 'scope display. These
ground loop errors are checked by connecting channel "A"
probe tip to exactly the same point as the probe ground clip.
Any reading on channel "A" indicates a ground loop problem.

Once the proper set-up is made, finding the optimum values
for the frequency compensation network is fairly straightfor-
ward.lnitially, C2 is made large (~21'F), and R3 is made small
('" 1kO).This nearly always ensures that the regulator will be
stable enough to start iteration. Now, if the regulator output
waveform is single-pole over-damped, (see the waveforms in
Figure 33) the value of C2 is reduced in steps of about 2:1 until
the response becomes slightly under-damped. Next, R3 is
increased in steps of 2:1 to introduce a loop "zero". This will
normally improve damping and allow the value of C2 to be fur-
ther reduced. Shifting back and forth between R3 and C2 vari-
ations will now allow one to quickly find optimum values.

If the regulator response is under-damped with the initial
large value of C, R should be increased immediately before
larger values of C are tried. This will normally bring about the
over-damped starting condition for further iteration.
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Just what is meant by "optimum values" for R3 and C2.This
normally means the smallest value for C2 and the largest val·
ue for R3 which still guarantee no loop oscillations, and
which result in loop settling that is as rapid as possible. The
reason for this approach is that it minimizes the variations in
output voltage caused by input ripple voltage and output load
transients. A sWitching regulator which is grossly over·
damped will never oscillate, but it may have unacceptably
large output transients following sudden changes in input
voltage or output loading. It may also suffer from excessive
overshoot problems on start-up or short circuit recovery.

To guarantee acceptable loop stability under all conditions,
the initial values chosen for R3and C2 should be checked un·
der all conditions of input voltage and load current. The sim-
plest way of accomplishing this is to apply load currents of
minimum, maximum, and several points in between. At each
load current, input voltage is varied from minimum to maxi-
mum while observing the settling waveform. The additional
time spent "worst·casing" in this manner is definitely neces-
sary. Switching regulators, unlike linear regulators, have
large shifts in loop gain and phase with operating conditions.

g
A B

SCOPE
GROUND
CLIP

~ l GENERATOR OUTPUT

~~----- -------- EFFECTOFINCREASEOR~
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If large temperature variations areexpected for the regulator,
stability checks should also be done at the temperature ex-
tremes. There can be significant temperature variations in
several key component parameters which affect stability; in
particular, input and output capacitor value and their ESR,
and inductor permeability. LT1070parametric variations also
need some consideration. Those which affect loop stability
are error amplifier gm, and the transfer function of Vc pin volt-
age versus switch current (listed as a transconductance
under electrical specifications.) For modest temperature
variations, conservativeover-dampingunderworst-case room
temperature conditions is usually sufficient to guarantee
adequate stability at all temperatures.
Check Margins
One measure of stability "margin" is to vary the selected val·
ues of both Rand C by 2:1 in all possible combinations. If the
regulator response remains reasonably well damped under
all line and load conditions, the regulator can be considered
fairly tolerant of parametric variations. Any tendency towards
an under-damped (ringing) response indicates that a more
conservative compensation may be needed.
There are several large signal dynamic tests which should
also be done on a completed regulator design. The first is to
check response to the worst-case large·amplitude load varia-
tion. A sudden change from light-load to full-load current may
cause the regulator to have an unacceptably large transient
dip in output voltage. The simplest cure for this is to increase
the size of the output capacitor. Lower inductor values and
less conservative frequency compensation also help. A sec·
ond consideration is the output overshoot created when a

large load is suddenly removed. This is potentially more dan·
gerous than a dip because a large overshoot may destroy
loads still connected to the regulator output.

Eliminating Start-Up Overshoot
Another transient condition to be checked is start-up over·
shoot. When input voltage is first applied to a switching
regulator, the regulator dumps full short·circuit current
into the output capacitor attempting to bring the output up
to its regulated value. The output can then overshoot well
beyond its design value before the control loop is able to
idle back the output current. The amplitude of the over·
shoot can be anywhere from millivolts to tens of volts
depending on topology, line and load conditions, and
component values. This same overshoot possibility exists
for output recovery from output shorts. Again, larger out·
put capacitors, smaller inductors, and faster loop re-
sponse help reduce overshoot. There are also several
ways to force slow start-up to eliminate the overshoot. The
first is to put a capacitor across the output voltage divider.
This creates a time-dependent output voltage setting dur-
ing start-up and usually eliminates overshoot. This capaci-
tor also has an effect on feedback loop characteristics
during normal operation, and it can create unacceptably
large negative transients on the feedback pin if the output
voltage is high and a sudden output short occurs. The
transient problem is eliminated by inserting a resistor in
series with the feedback pin (see Feedback Pin part of pin
description section). If undesirable loop characteristics
are created by the capacitor, they can be eliminated by
diode coupling the capacitor as shown in Figure 34.

VOUTfi
I

::lpF tR1 :fc,
I I DIDOES DISCONNECT C x

__ --l....1....l_DURING NORMAL OPERATION
~ AND ELIMINATE NEED
I I FOR RFB·

fR2 *
I I
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Another general technique for forcing slow start-up is to
clamp the Ve pin to a capacitor, C4. The value of R4 is chosen
to give a voltage across Rz of 2V at worst-case low input volt-
age. (IR4= 100~). C4 is then selected to ramp Ve slow enough
to eliminate start-up overshoot. C4 should be made no larger
than necessary to prevent long reset times. A momentary
drop to zero volts at the input may not allow enough time for
C4 to discharge fully. If input drop-outs of less than 5R4C4
seconds are anticipated, R4 should be paralleled with a diode
(cathode to input) for fast reset.

The LT1070 has internal switch current limiting which oper-
ates on a cycle-by-cycle basis and limits peak switch current
to ,.,9A at low duty cycles and ,.,6A at high duty cycles. The
actual output current limit value may be much higher or lower
depending on topology, input voltage, and output voltage.
The following formulas give an approximate value for output
current limit under short circuit output conditions and at the
point where output voltage just begins to fall below its regu-
lated value.

OVERLOAD SHORT CIRCUIT
CURRENT (AMPS) CURRENT (AMPS)

Buck 5t08 ",8
Boost (5 to 8) (V1NNoUT) Not Allowed
Buck-Boost (5 to 8)/(1+ VOUTN1N) ",8
(Inverting)

Current (5t08)( V1N ) "'8JN
Boosted Vour + N (VIN- VOUT)
Buck

Voltage ( V1N ) Not Allowed
Boosted

(5t08) VOUT+N V1N
Boost

Flyback 5t08
"'8JN

(Continuous) (VOUTN1N)+N

Flyback Depends on L ",8JN
(Discontinuous)

Current 5t08 Not Allowed
Boosted Cv~)- (N~1 )Boost
Forward 5t08JN ",8JN

These formulas show that short circuit current can be much
higher than full load current for some topologies. If either full
load current or short circuit is much higher than is required
for a specific application, external current limiting can be
added. This has the advantage of reducing stress on external
components, avoiding overload on the input supply, and re-
ducing heatsink requirements on the LT1070 itself.

The LT1070 is externally current limited by clamping the Ve
pin. The techniques shown in Figures 35-39 are just a few of
the ways this can be accomplished.

The relationship between switch current limit point and Ve
clamp voltage is approximately:

ISW(MAX) = 9 lYe -1) - 3 • (DC) amps

DC = switch duty cycle

This relationship is somewhat temperature dependent. The
current limit point falls at about O.3%/oC, so the value set at
room temperature should be factored to allow for adequate
current limit at higher temperatures. Also, the factor "9" and
"3" vary ± 30% in production, so a conservative design will
normally clamp switch current to about twice the value
needed for maximum load current. This can result in rather
high short circuit currents, so the current limit scheme may
want to include "fold back", wherein the peak switch current
is clamped to a lower value with Your: OV. By varying the
amount of foldback, the short circuit current can be made
greater than, equal to, or less than full load current.

Simple current limiting is shown in Figure 35. Vx is an external
voltage which could be a separate regulated voltage or the
unregulated input voltage. R2 is selected to give approxi·
mately 2V across Rt The value of R1 is kept to 5000 or below
to keep the knee of the current limit as sharp as possible. If
individual adjustment is not necessary, R1 can be replaced
with a fixed resistor. (Note that in some topologies the
ground, Ve, and FB pins of the LT1070 are switching at high
voltage levels. This will require Vx to be referenced to the
LT1070 ground pin, not system ground.)

In Figure 36, D1 has been replaced with a PNPtransistorto re-
duce the current drain through R1 to 100~. This is helpful in
situations where the LT1070 is used in the total shutdown
mode.



In Figure 37, fo/dback current limiting is generated by clamp-
ing the Vc pin to an output voltage divider. This will reduce
short circuit current by an amount which depends on the rela-
tive values of R3, R4, and R5. R5 is needed to prevent "latch
off", wherein the output current drops to zero during short cir-
cuit and stays at zero even if the short is removed. If this
latchoff action is desirable, R5can be eliminated. A normally
closed "start" switch can then be placed in series with D1. If
non·zero short circuit current is desired, R5 is selected to give
desired short circuit current and R4 is adjusted for full load
current limit. There is some interaction, so R4should be set to
about midspan for initial selection of R5. If less interaction is
desired between R4 and R5 adjustments, a 4700 resistor can
be inserted in series with the wiper on R4to form a voltage di-
vider with R5.

A current transformer (f1) is used in Figure 38 to generate a
more precise current limit. The primary is placed in series
with the output switching diode for buck, f1yback, and buckJ
boost configurations. Output diode peak current is limited to:

IpEAK=_N_ (VSE+ VOUTR4)
R5 R3+ R4

VSE= base-emitter voltage of Q1

The R3/R4divider provides fold back as shown in the formula,
with short circuit diode current limited to N • VSE/R5.lna typ-
ical application, R3 is selected to set the voltage across R4to
""1V at normal output voltage. Then R5 is calculated from:

R5 = N (VSE + VR4)
IpEAK(PRIMARy)

v, v,
LT1070 LT1070

R2 R2

~2V
/1/ GNO Vc GNO Vc

R1
01

5000
R1

20kO

v,

R5f

R3

LT1070 = VOUT R1
4mA

I

FB I
GNO Vc !~.

R4
~1' 5000

R2

:;=

PRI

T1 tJ1
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The effective secondary current limit sense voltage is
VSE+ VR4 at full output voltage and just VSE during short cir-
cuit, giving :::::2.7:1foldback ratio. The diode in T1 secondary
allows the secondary to "reset" between current pulses, so
that true peak-to-peak diode current is controlled. C1 is used
to filter out spikes and noise.

In Figure 39 a current limit sense resistor (Rs) is placed in
series with the ground pin of the LT1070. Peak switch current
is limited to VSE(Q1)/Rs. This circuit is useful only in situa-
tions where the negative input line and the negative output
line do not have to be common. Power dissipation in RS will
be fairly high; P:::::(0.6V)(lpEAKl(DC), where DC is the duty cy-
cle of the switch. R1 and C1 filter out noise spikes and catch
diode reverse turn-off current spikes.

DRIVING EXTERNAL TRANSISTORS
High input voltage applications using the LT1070 require an ex-
ternal high voltage transistor. The transistor is connected in a
common gate or common base mode as shown in Figures 40
and 41. This allows the LT1070 internal current sensing to con-
tinue functioning and operates the external transistor in a mode
which maximizes both operating voltage and switching speed
capability.

In Figure 40, the LT1070 drives an N channel power MOSFET.
A separate low voltage supply is used to power the LT1070

NOTE THAT THE LT1070
GND PIN IS NO LONGER
COMMON TO VINI -)

and to establish forward gate drive to the MOSFET. Typical
gate drive requirement is 10V, with 20V as a typical maximum.
The forward gate drive applied to the MOSFET is equal to the
supply voltage minus the saturation voltage of the LT1070
switch (saturation voltage is typically under 1V). D1 is used to
clamp the source during turn-off; it does not slow down turn-
off. Diode requirements are that it withstand narrow (100ns)
current spikes equal to drain current and that it turn "on"
rapidly to provide proper clamping.

In Figure 41, the LT1070 drives an NPN bipolar transistor.
These devices require high surge base currents at turn-on and
turn-off to ensure fast switching times. R1 establishes DC
base drive which might be :::::1/5 of collector current. C1 pro·
vides a forward base current surge at turn-on. Typical values
are in the range of 0.OO5-0.05~F. D1 clamps the emitter volt-
age at turn-off. It prevents full collector current from flowing
out the base lead during the turn-off delay time (0.5-21l5). D2
and R1 establish the reverse base turn-off current. The volt-
age across R2 during turn-off delay time is approximately one
diode drop. With R2 = 30, and a diode drop of BOOmV, this
would create :::::270mA reverse base current during turn off.
Reverse leakage in the "off" state is not a problem with this
circuit because D1 and D2 force the emitter-base voltage to
zero bias when the LT1070 switch is off. D1 should be
selected for fast turn on. It must handle currents equal to
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collector current for times equal to the turn·off time of the
transistor. 02 can be any medium speed diode rated for sev·
eral hundred mA forward current spikes (1N914,etc.).

OUTPUT RECTIFYING DIODE
The output diode is often the major source of power loss in
SWitching regulators, especially with output voltages below
10V. It is therefore very important to be able to calculate
diode peak current and average power dissipation to ensure

adequate diode ratings. The chart in Figure 42 lists average
diode power dissipation and peak diode current for normal
loads. It also lists diode current under shorted output condi·
tions where the diode duty cycle approaches 100%, and peak
and averagecurrents are essentially the same.

The value for diode forward voltage (Vf) used in the average
power formulas is the voltage specified for the diode under
peak current conditions listed in the next column. The peak
current formulas assume no ripple current in the inductor or
transformer, but average power calculations will be reason·
ably close evenwith fairly high ripple. Boost converters in par·
ticular are hard on output diodes when the output voltage is
significantly higher than the input voltage. This gives peak
diode currents much higher than the average, and manufac-
turers current ratings must be used with caution.

The most stressful condition for output diodes is overload or
short circuit conditions. The internal current limit of the
LT1070 is typically 9A at low switch duty cycles. This is al-
most a factor of two higher than the SArated switch current,
so that even if the regulator is used near its limit at full load,
the output diode current may double under current limit
conditions. If full load output current requires only a fraction
of the SArated switch current, the ratio of diode short circuit
current to full load current may be much higher than two to

AVERAGE DIODE PEAK DIODE CURRENT
PEAK DIODE

TOPOLOGY DISSIPATION Po @ FULL LOAD SHORT CIRCUIT VOLTAGE
(WATTS) (AMPS) (AMPS)

Buck ( VOUT)
III ~8 VIN(lOUT) (VI) 1 - ViN lOUT+ "2

Current Boosted Buck ( VOUT) lOUT (VOUT ) ~8/N (NOVIN)+VOUT(IOUT)(V,) 1 - ViN - - -VOUT+VINV1N • N

Boost (lOUT) (V,)
lOUT(VOUT) III

Not Allowed VOUT-----vjN +"2

Current Boosted Boost (lOUT) (V,) [VOUT (VOUT )]
IllpRtlN + 1)

Not Allowed VOUT-VIN (N~1)lOUT -+N --1 +--2-V1N V1N

Voltage Boosted Boost (lOUT) (Vi)
IOUTI(N 0 V1N+ VOUT)

Not Allowed VOUT+ N(V1N)
V1N(N +1)

Inverting (Buck·Boostl (IOUTI (V,)
lOUT(V1N+ VouTI III

+- ~8 VOUT + V1NV1N 2

Flyback (Continuous) (I0UT)(V1) lOUT ~ +
VOUT ) IllpRI

~7/N VOUT + (N) (V1N)No V1N +2fi/

Flyback (Discontinuous) (IOUT)(VI)
1 /2 (IOUT)(VOUT)

~7/N VOUT + (N)(V1N)
NV f (Lpri)
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one. A regulator designed to withstand continuous short
conditions must either use diodes rated for the full short cir·
cuit current shown in the fourth column, or it must incorpo-
rate some form of external current limiting. See current limit
section for more details.

The last column in Figure 42 shows maximum reverse diode
voltage. When calculating this number, be sure to use worst·
case high input voltage. Transformer or tapped inductor de·
signs may have an additional damped "ringing" waveform
which adds to peak diode voltage. This can be reduced with a
series RlC damper network in parallel with the diode.

Switching diodes have two important transient characteris·
tics; reverse recovery time, and forward turn-on time. Reverse
recovery time occurs because the diode "stores" charge duro
ing its forward conducting cycle. This stored charge causes
the diode to act like a low impedance conductive element for
a short period of time after reverse drive is applied. Reverse
recovery time is measured by forward biasing the diode with a
specified current, then forcing a second specified current
backwards through the diode. The time required for the diode
to change from a reverse conducting state to its normal reo
verse non-eonducting state, is reverse recovery time. Hard
turn-off diodes switch abruptly from one state to the other
following reverse recovery time. They therefore dissipate very
little power even with moderate reverse recovery times. Soft
turn-off diodes have a gradual turn·off characteristic that can
cause considerable diode dissipation during the turn-off in-
terval. Figure 43 shows typical current and voltage wave-
forms for several commercial diode types used in an LT1070
boost converter with VIN= 10V, VOUT= 20V, 2A.

Long reverse recovery times can cause significant extra heat-
ing in the diode or the LT1070 switch. Total power dissipated
is given by:

Ptrr=V-f-trr-lf

V = reverse diode voltage
f = LT1070 switching frequency

trr = reverse recovery time
If = diode forward current just prior to turn-off

With the circuit mentioned, If is 4A, V = 20V, and f = 40kHz.
Note that diode "on" current is twice output current for this

particular boost configuration. A diode with trr = 300ns cre·
ates a power loss of:

Ptrr= (20)(40 x 103)(300 x 10 -6)(4) =O.96W

If this same diode had a forward voltage of O.BVat 4A, its forward
loss would be 2A (average current) times O.BV, equals 1.6W.
Reverse recovery losses in this example are nearly as large as
forward losses. It is important to realize, however, that reverse
losses may not necessarily increase diode dissipation signif-
icantly. A hard turn-off diode will shift much of the power dissipa-
tion to the LT1070 switch, which will undergo a high current and
high voltage condition during the duration of reverse recovery
time. This has not shown to be harmful to the LT1070, but the
power loss remains.

Diode turn-on time can potentially be more harmful than re-
verse turn-off. It is normally assumed that the output diode
clamps to the output voltage and prevents the inductor or
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transformer connection from rising higher than the output. A
diode that turns "on" slowly can have a very high forward volt-
age for the duration of turn-on time. The problem is that this
increased voltage appears across the LT1070 switch. A 20V
turn-on spike superimposed on a 40V boost mode output
pushes switch voltage perilously close to the 65V limit. The
graphs in Figure 44 show diode turn-on spikes for three com-
mon diode types, fast, ultra-fast, and Schottky. The height of
the spike will be dependent on rate of rise of current and the
final current value, but these graphs emphasize the need for
fast turn·on characteristics in applications which push the
limits of switch voltage.

Fast diodes can be useless if the stray inductance is high in
the diode, output capacitor, or LT1070 loop. 20 gauge hookup
wire has ::::30nH/in. inductance. The current fall-time of the
LT1070 switch is ::::108A/sec. This generates a voltage of
(108) (~OX 10 -9) = 3V per inch in stray wiring. Keep the diode,
capacitor, and LT1070 ground/switch lead lengths short.
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INPUT FILTERS

Most switching regulator designs draw current from the input
supply in pulses. The peak-to-peak amplitude of these current
pulses is often equal to or higher than the load current. There
is significant high frequency energy in the pulses which can
cause EMI problems in some systems. The addition of a sim-
ple LC filter between the supply and the switching regulator
can reduce the amplitude of this EMI by more than an order of
magnitude at the switching frequency, and several orders of
magnitude at higher harmonic frequencies. The basic filter
shown in Figure 45 can be added to any switching regulator.

The two major design considerations for the filter are the re-
verse current transfer function which determines ripple
attenuation, and the filter output impedance function which
must satisfy regulator stability criteria. The stability problem
?ccurs because switching regulators have a negative input
Impedance at low frequencies:

ZIN (DC) = _ (VIN) 2
(Vour)(lour)

The output impedance of the filter has a sharp peak at the LC
resonant frequency. If the output impedance is not well below
the negative input impedance of the regulator at frequencies
up. to the ba.nd~idth of the regulator control loop, the possi·
bllity for OSCillation exists.

~here is a basic conflict in the two filter requirements. High
npple attenuation is obtained with a large LC product with
high Q, but this also tends to aggravate oscillation problems.
This conflict is minimized by using large C with smaller L to
~et. the, required LC product, but size requirements may also
limit thiS approach. An additional "fix" is to lower the Q of the
filter by paralleling L with a small resistor (Rj). This has the

Figure 45.
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disadvantage of limiting the filter attenuation at high frequen·
cies. Filter Q is also reduced by the ESR (Rs) of the capacitor,
but deliberately increasing ESR exacts a heavy penalty in rip·
pie attenuation and power loss.

Ripple attenuation of an input filter may be calculated from:

loUlip-p) = Rs + Rs (DC) (1 - DC)
IIN(P'p) Rt (L) tn

Rs = effective series resistance of C
DC = switching regulator duty cycle

Note that this formula does not contain the value of C. This is
because large electrolytic capacitors have a total impedance
at 20kHz and above which is essentially equal to ESR. For rip·
pie attenuation, therefore, the value of C is not important; the
capacitor is selected on the basis of its ESR.

A typical filter might consist of a 10J.lHinductor and a 500J.lF
capacitor with Rs = 0.05n. Filter attenuation is least effective
at 50% duty cycle (DC = 0.5), so we will use this number now
for worst-case purposes. Ripple attenuation of this filter with
Rt= 00 is:

IOlJT_
1iN-

(0.05) (0.5) (i - 0.5)
(10 x 10 -6)(40 X 103)

The formula assumes rectangular wave inputs with triangular
outputs and yields the ratio of peak·to·peak values. Higher
frequency components of the square wave current are at·
tenuated much more than the overall attenuation figure.

Output impedance of the filter given by:

lour = 1
_1 J_ + JwC + Rs(wC)2

Rf wL 1+ (wRSC)2 1+ (wRsC) 2

w = radian frequency = 211"f

This formula has a DC (w = 0) value of zero and a high fre-
quency value equal to Rs in parallel with Rf.lf Rs is simply the
ESR of the capacitor, both high and low frequency output
impedance of the filter is very low. Unfortunately, the output
impedance of the filter at its resonant frequency can be sig-
nificantly higher, and this resonant frequency is typically in
the range where switching regulators have negative input

impedance. Resonant frequency and peak output impedance
formulas are shown below.

f= 1
27f'o!~LC---(-Rs~)2~.-C~2

If Rs is simply the ESR of C, the filter resonant frequency is
usually closely approximated by:

(RS2.C )--«1
L

f= 1
2nf[C

Rt{LC)
ZolJT(PEAK)= LC + (Rs • Rf. C2)

Resonant frequency for a 5OOJ.lF,10J.lHfilter is ",2kHz. Peak out·
put impedance with Rt = 00, and Rs = 0.05n is ",0.4n.

The criteria for regulator stability is that the filter impedance
be much lower than the input impedance of the regulator:

Rt{LC)
LC + Rs • Rt • C2 «llN

The worst-case occurs with switching regulators which have
low input voltage. If we let VIN = 5V, and VOlJT= 20V,
IOlJT= 1A, regulator input impedance at low frequencies is
(52)/(20 • 1) = 1.25n. The peak filter impedance was calcu-
lated at 0.4n, so it seems that stability criteria is met. There is
the problem, however, of the too good a capacitor in the filter.
If the ESR of C drops to 0.02n, peak filter impedance rises to
in, and stability becomes questionable. To bring peak filter
impedance down, Rf may have to be added. If Rf is set at in,
peak filter impedance drops to 0.5n. The penalty in ripple
attenuation is a reduction from 32:1 to 12:1 for Rs = 0.05n.

In all this discussion, the output impedance of the actual in·
put source was assumed to be zero. This is not the actual
case obviously, and source impedance may have a signif·
icant effect on stability.

The point of all this is that input filters tend to have resonant
frequencies and impedances which fall into the range where
they can cause stability problems in switching regulators. It
is important, therefore, to include the filter design into the
overall regulator design from the beginning. The selected fil-
ter must be in place when the regulator is checked for closed
loop stability, and the actual source should be used.
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The primary reason for using switching regulators is efficiency,
so it is important to be able to estimate that factor with some de·
gree of accuracy. In many cases, the overall efficiency is not as
critical as the power loss in the individual components. For reo
liable operation, each power dissipating component must be
properly sized or heat sunk to ensure that maximum operating
temperature is not exceeded. Overall efficiency is then found by
dividing output power by the sum of all losses plus output power:

(lour) (Vour)
E PL+ (lour) (Vour)

Sources of power loss include the LT1070 quiescent current,
switch driver current, and switch "on" resistance; the output
diode; inductor/transformer winding and core losses; and
snubber dissipation.

L T1 070 Operating Current
The LT1070 draws only 6mA quiescent current in its idle
state, but this is specified with a voltage on the Vc pin such
that the output switch never turns on-duty cycle equals
zero. When the Vc pin is servoed by the feedback loop to ini-
tiate switching, supply current at the input pin increases in
two ways. First, there is a DC increase proportional to Vc pin
voltage. This is the result of increasing bias current for the
switch driver to ensure adequate switch drive at high switch
currents. Second, there is driver current which is "on" only
when the output switch is on. The ratio of switch driver cur·
rent to switch current is ::::1:40. Total average current into the
LT1070 VIN pin is then:

IIN::::6mA + lsw (0.0015 + DC/40)

Isw = switch current
DC = switch duty cycle

Use of this formula requires knowledge of switch duty cycle
and switch current. This information is available in the sec·
tions which deal with each particular switching configura·
tion. A typical example is a buck converter with 28V input and
5V, 4A output. Duty cycle is ::::20%, and switch current is 4A.
This yields a total supply current of:

IIN= 6mA + 4 (0.0015 + (0.2)/40)= 32mA

Total power loss due to bias and driver current is equal to in·
put voltage times current:

Pso = IIN• VIN= (32mA) (28V)= 0.9W

LT1 070 Switch Losses

Switch "on" resistance losses are proportional to the square
of switch current multiplied times duty cycle:

Psw = (Isw)2 • Rsw • DC

Rsw = LT1070 switch "on" resistance

The maximum specified value for Rsw is 0.240 at maximum
rated junction temperature, with 0.150 typical value at room
temperature. If we use the worst·case number of 0.240, this
yields a switch loss in this example of:

Psw = (4)2 (0.24)(0.2)= O.77W

It is pure coincidence that switch and driver losses are nearly
equal in this example. At low switch currents and high input
voltages, Pso dominates, whereas switch losses dominate at
low input voltages and high switch currents.

AC switching losses in the LT1070 are minimal. Rate of
switch current rise and fall is ::::108 Alsec. This reduces
switching times to under 50ns, and makes the AC losses
small compared to DC losses. An exception to this is the AC
switch loss attributable to output diode reverse recovery
time. See Output Diode section.

Output Diode Losses

For low to moderate output voltages, the output diode is of·
ten the major source of power loss. For this reason, Schottky
switching diodes are recommended for minimum forward
voltage and reverse recovery time. Diode losses for most
topologies can be approximated by the following formula, but
please consult the Output Diode section for further details:

Po::::(lour) (Vf) (K) + (V) (0 (trr) (If)

Vf = diode forward voltage atpeak diode current

V = diode reverse voltage

trr = diode reverse recovery time

If = diode forward current at turn·off

K = (1 - V~ur) for buck converters and 1 for most other
IN topologies
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In the buck regulator example, with IOUF 4A, and letting
VI = O.7V,trr = 100ns;

Po=(4)(0.7) (1- i8 ) + (28)(40 x 1(3)(10-7)(4)

= 2.3 + 0.45 = 2.75W

Snubber Losses
See section on flyback design.

Total Losses

In this example of a buck regulator, inductor losses might be
:::::1W, and snubber losses are zero. Total losses therefore are:

EPL = Pao + Psw + Po + + PL+ PSNua

= 0.9 + 0.77 + 2.75+ 1 + 0= 5.42W

Efficiency is equal to:

E = VOUT-lOUT = (5)(4) = 78.7%
EPL + VOUT- lOUT 5.42 + (5)(4)

This number is typical of a fairly high efficiency 5V buck
regulator. The efficiency of 5V switching supplies is lower
than higher voltage outputs because of the high diode losses.
A 15Voutput for instance might have E:::::86%.

rl
OUTPUT I ILs

CAPACITOR I IRS LOAO V OUT

I Ic :J COUT

OUTPUT FILTERS
Output voltage ripple of switching regulators is typically in
the range of tens to hundreds of millivolts if no additional out-
put filter is used. A simple output filter can reduce this ripple
by a factor of ten to one hundred at little additional cost. The
high frequency "spikes" which may be superimposed on the
ripple are attenuated even more.

The presence of high amplitude spikes at the output of
switching regulators is often puzzling to first time designers.
These spikes occur in switching regulators which, by their
topology, cannot use the energy storage inductor as an out-
put filter. These include boost, flyback, and buck/boost de·
signs. The output of these converters can be modeled as a
switched current source driving the output capacitor as
shown in Figure 46.

The output capacitor is shown as COUToIts model includes
parasitic resistance (Rs) and inductance (Ls). It is the induct·
ance which creates the output voltage spike. The amplitude
of this spike can be calculated if the slew rate (dlldT) of the
switch is known. For simple inductor designs operating at full
switch current, dlldT for the LT1070 switch is approximately
108A1sec. Voltage across Ls is;

V = Ls (~~) = Ls(108)

Straight wire has an inductance of about 0.02/lH per inch. If
we assume one inch of wire on each end of the output capac-
itor, including board trace length, this represents 0.04/lH. Al-
lowing an additional 0.02/lH internal inductance, Ls has a
total value of O.06/lH, yielding:

V = (0.06 x 10 -6) (108)= 6V

--,
I

$
I...J
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These spikes are very narrow « 100ns) and are usually at-
tenuated significantly in the wire runs and load bypass
capacitors, but these calculations point out the importance
of short lead lengths on the output capacitor.

Output voltage ripple at the regulator switching frequency is
usually of two types. With boost, flyback, and inverting (buck!
boost) designs, ripple is determined almost totally by the ESR
of the output capacitor (Rs).

The reactance 1/(211"fc),of the capacitor at 40kHz is normally
so low compared to Rs that it can be ignored. The output rip-
ple is therefore a square wave with amplitude Vp-p, and duty
cycle DC. A formula for Vp-p and DC is given in the discus-
sions of these topologies.

The second type of output ripple is triangular. It occurs in
switching regulators which utilize the storage inductor as an
output filter. These include buck converters, forward convert-
ers, and 'Cuk converters. Again, the amplitude of the ripple is
determined by Rs, not C, but the waveform is triangular with
amplitude Vp-p and duty cycle DC.

The attenuation of an output filter with rectangular inputs is:

VOUT(p-p)_ DC (1 - DC) (Rt)-----vp.p - f • L

DC = duty cycle of rectangular inputs (50% = 0.5)

Notice that attenuation is the same for complementary duty
cycles, that is 10% and 90% are equal, and 40% and 60% are
equal. 50% is the point of poorest attenuation. A converter
running at 40% duty cycle with an output filter consisting of a
10/LH inductor and a 200/LF capacitor with Rt = 0.050 would
have a filter attenuation of:

VOUT(p-p) = (0.4)(0.6)(0.05) = 0.03 = 33:1
Vp-p (40 x 103)(10 x 10 -6)

The rectangular input is converted to a triangular output
whose peak·to-peak amplitude is 1/33 of the peak-to-peak in-
put. Harmonics of the switching frequency are reduced much
more; the third harmonic for instance is attenuated 112:1 with
Lt = O.06/LH.There are no second harmonics.

With buck, forward, and 'Cuk converters the ripple voltage
into the filter is already triangular. The output ripple of the fil-

ter is of the form V (t) = mt2. Attenuation ratio is given by:

VOUT(P-P)_ Rt
Vp-p - 8. L. f

For the same conditions of Rt = 0.050, L = 10/LH:

VOUT(p-p) = 0.05 = 0.0156 = 64:1
Vp·p (8)(10 x 10 -6)(40 X 103)

The ripple voltage of these converters is already lower be·
cause of the main inductor filtering, so the output filter induc-
tor can often be only a few /LH to obtain adequate filtering.
The inductor can even be an air core type. A 1/2" diameter,
3/4" long air-wound coil with 13 turns of #16 wire will have an
inductance of 1/LH,giving a 6:1 attenuation with Rt = 0.050.

INPUT AND OUTPUT CAPACITORS
Large electrolytic capacitors used on switching regulators
have several important design considerations. The most im-
portant is usually effective series resistance (ESR). This is
simply the equivalent parasitic resistance in series with the
capacitor leads. At frequencies of 10kHz and above, the total
impedance of the capacitor is almost identically equal to
ESR, and this parasitic resistance limits the filtering effec-
tiveness of the capacitor. The design equations for capaci-
tors used with the LT1070 most often deal simply with ESR;
the actual capacitance value is of secondary importance. The
following formulas are a very rough guide to maximum ESR
vs capacitance for several types of commercially available
switching supply capacitors. ESR changes over temperature
are shown in Figure 47.

'\
\

"'- ~PRAGUE TYPE 6730
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Figure 47. Typical Capacitor ESR vs Temperature
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Sprague type 673D or 674D

ESR= 400x10-6 {l
(C)MO.6

Mallory type VPR

ESR= 200xlO-6 {l
(C)MO.6

Cornell Dubilier Type UFT

ESR- 430x10-6 {l
- (C)MO.25

C = capacitance value

V = rated working voltage

Note that higher voltage ratings yield lower ESR. This is
because higher voltage capacitors are physically larger!
Nothing's free, folks. Common design practice is to parallel
several capacitors to achieve low ESR and acceptable com-
ponent height.

A second consideration in capacitor selection is ripple cur-
rent rating. After a capacitor has been selected, its ripple
current rating should be checked to verify that operating rip-
ple is less than the maximum allowed by the manufacturer.
Keep in mind, however, that ripple current ratings are nor-
mally selected to limit temperature rise in the capacitor.
Power dissipation is given by (IRMS)2x ESR. For ambient
temperatures below the capacitor's maximum rating, it may
be possible to increase ripple current. Consult the capacitor
manufacturer. RMS ripple current in the output capacitor for
boost, buck-boost, and flyback designs can be calculated
from output current and switch duty cycle:

IRMS= lOUTJ DC1-DC

For buck converters, RMS current in the output capacitor is
approximately equal to 0.3LlI,where Lli is the peak-to-peak rip-
ple current in the inductor (continuous mode).

Ripple current in the input capacitor for flyback and buck-
boost designs is:

IRMS= (lOUT)(Vour))1- DC
VIN DC

For buck designs it is:

IRMS= IOUT~DC- (DC)2

and for boost designs; input capacitor ripple current is:

IRMS= 0.3LlI

The inductors and transformers usedwith the LT1070arevery im-
portant to the overall performance of the converter, especially
with respect to parameters such as efficiency, maximum output
power, and overall physical size.The many tradeoffs associated
with the inductance values and the volume of the core requirethe
designer to havea sound basis for selecting the optimum induc-
tor or transformer for each application. Specific guidelines for
inductance values are given in the discussion of suggested ap-
plications elsewhere in this section, but a general understanding
of inductor theory is also needed.

The three important characteristics of a simple two-terminal
inductor used in switching regulators are; inductance value
(L, in henries), maximum energy storage (12 • Ll2, in ergs),
and power loss (watts). Basic definitions of the parameters
which determine these characteristics are shown below.

/l= core permeability. This is basically the increase in in-
ductance which is obtained when the inductor is wound
on a core instead of just air. A/l of 2000,for instance, will
increase inductance by 2000:1.

£= magnetic path length. In a simple toroid this is the aver-
age circumference of the core (see sketch).

A = cross-sectional area of the core (see sketch).
9 = thickness of air gap (if any) used to increase the energy

storage capability of a core (see sketch).
B = magnetic flux density in the core. If B rises too high, the

core will "saturate", allowing /l and therefore L, to drop
drastically.

N = number of turns in the winding
I = instantaneous winding current

Vc = volume of actual core material

In most converter applications, the required inductance is
determined by constraints such as maximum output power,
ripple requirements, input voltage, and transient response. I



is determined by load current. For purposes of this discus·
sion, therefore, it is assumed that L and I are known quanti-
ties, and the quantities to be determined are N, A, £, Ve, and g.

• ! I

Inductance is determined by core permeability, path length,
cross-sectional area, and number of turns:

L= p. - A£- N2 (0.411"X 10 -8) (no gap)

Magnetic flux density is a function of winding current, num·
ber of turns and path length:

I- N- p.B = -£ - (0.411") (no gap)

A properly selected inductor must provide the right value of L
without exceeding the maximum limit on flux density, (BM).ln
other words, the core must not "saturate" under conditions of
peak winding current, Ip. By combining the formulas for in·
ductance and flux density, it can be shown that core volume
(Ve) required is a direct function of the energy to be stored by
the inductor:

Ip2 - Lstored energy = E = -2-

V = A- £ = Ip2 - L - p. - (0.411")= (E) 2jl - (0.411")
e B2 -10-8 B2 -10-8

In any given application, the value of Ip can be determined
from maximum load current and duty cycle. Formulas for
maximum Ip are provided in the individual sections on each
topology.
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In many cases, the maximum load current is much less than
the LT1070 is capable of providing. A core designed to handle
only full load current may saturate under overload or short cir-
cuit conditions. The cycle-by-cycle current limiting of the
LT1070protects the regulator against damage even with satu-
rated cores. This considerably improves the reliability of con-
verters using the LT1070and eases the design complexity.

Although core volume is the main criteria for selecting a given
core, the volume still consists of two variables, A and £. For
minimum overall size of the inductor it is generally best to in-
crease A as much as possible at the expense of £, thereby
minimizing the number of turns required to obtain the desired
inductance. This process can be taken only so far before the
"window" in the core becomes too small to accommodate
the windings.

Cores with Gaps

The energy storage capability of a core can be increased by
"gapping" the core. A significant portion of the total energy is
stored in the air gap. The drawback of a gapped core is that
the effective permeability drops, requiring many more turns
to achieve the required inductance. More turns require a
larger winding window. The overall size of the inductor, how-
ever, can be considerably less with a properly gapped core,
especially with high-permeability core material. The formula
for inductance with a gapped core is:

L= p. - A - N2 (0.411"X 10 -8)

£(1 + 1)
Inductance drops by the factor, (1 + 1).
With a p. of 2000,£ = 2", and g = 0.02", inductance will drop by
22:1, requiring that N be increased by m to maintain con·
stant inductance. Increase in energy storage is equal to the
decrease in permeability.

EMAX(with gap) = 1+ p. - g
EMAX(no gap) £

There are several practical limits on the amount which gap
size may be increased. First, large gaps require many more
turns to achieve the same inductance. This requires smaller
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diameter wire which increases copper losses from 12R heat·
ing. Secondly, with large gaps the effective gap size is con·
siderably less than the actual gap because of fringing fields
around the gap.

When using commercially available cores, data sheet infor·
mation on £, A and Il is usually given in effective values. The
theoretical value of Il, for instance, is the bulk value for the
core material. The effective value for a single piece core may
approach the bulk value, but with two·piece cores, the tiny air
spaces left in the mating surfaces can reduce the effective
permeability by as much as 2:1. This may sound unreason·
ably pessimistic, but a core with bulk Il = 3000, and £ = 1.5",
will lose half its permeability for g = 0.0005". Data sheets for
gapped cores list effective values of Il for each gap size to
make calculations simple. They may also list a parameter,
"inductance per (turn)2" for each gap to further simplify in·
ductance calculations.

There are two types of core material which are effectively self·
gapped; iron powder, and permalloy. These materials distrib·
ute the gap evenly throughout the core, allowing gapless core
to be constructed with much higher energy storage capabil·
ity. The permeability of this material is much reduced, but if
the winding window will accommodate the extra turns, the
current handling capability of the inductor will be much
higher for the same inductance compared to a high'll
formulation.

Iron powder cores are cheaper than ferrite and can be custom
tailored quickly, but high core loss limits their application to
low AC flux density applications such as inductors. A signif·
icant advantage of iron powder is that it saturates very
"softly," preventing catastrophic total loss of inductance for
large over·current conditions. Note that commercially avail·
able powdered iron inductors are typically "optimized" so
that core losses and winding W-R) losses are the same order
of magnitude. Core loss is dependent on peak·to·peak ripple
current which depends on the voltage·time product applied to
the inductor. The inductors are therefore specified for a maxi·
mum DC current and a maximum volt-microsecond product
to limit heating. For applications which require highest pos·
sible efficiency, consider using oversized cores or permalloy,
which is more expensive, but has much lower core loss. Con·
suit with inductor manufacturers about trading off DCcurrent
for ripple current, or vice versa.

Inductor Selection Process

The simplest way to select an inductor is to find an off·the·
shelf unit which meets the minimum inductance and current
requirements. This may not be cost effective, however, if the
standard types are not fairly close to your requirements. The
next best approach is to have the unit custom wound by one
of the many companies in the business. They will select the
best core and winding combination for your particular appli·
cation. A third approach is to scan the literature for standard
core types which you can custom wind to meet your particu·
lar requirement. This is a quick way to get a prototype up and
running. It can also be very cost effective for some production
situations. At the end of this data sheet is a list of core and in·
ductor/transformer manufacturers.

The procedure for selecting a do·it·yourself core starts with
defining the values of peak winding current and inductance. If
the LT1070 is to be used at or near full output power, peak
winding current will approach SA, so a conservative value of
SA should be used for core calculations. If external current
limiting is used or if output power levels are lower, peak
winding currents can be calculated from the equations sup-
plied in the discussions of each topology. Likewise, induc·
tance values are calculated from specific equations in these
sections. Actual values for L generally fall into the range of
50llH to 1000IlH,with 200llH to SOOIlHbeing most typical.

For ferrite cores, the next step is to calculate the core volume
required to prevent saturation:

V
_ Ip2 - L - Jle- (0.47f)- --- ~~-- (ferrite cores)e- B02 -10-8

L = required inductance (henries)
Ip= peak inductor current (amps)
Jle= effective relative permeability } supplied on core
Bo= maximum operating flux density data sheets

(gauss)
Ve= effective core volume

Example; let L = 200llH, Ip= SA,Jle= 100,Bo= 2500 gauss

V = (5)2 - (200x 10 -6)(1oo)(0.47f) = 10cm3
e (2500)2_ 10 - 8

The values chosen for Jleand Bo are typical for a gapped fer·
rite core. Some cores come with several standard gaps.



Others are left ungapped with the user supplying spacers for
setting gap length. Custom gapped cores are also available.
A reasonable place to start is with a gap length of 0.02 inches.
A core with p,= 3000 and path length (£e)of 2 inches would
have an effective permeability of /le = pl(1 + ~/£e) = 30001
(1+ 3000 - 0.0212) = 97. Notice that by simply selecting a large
gap we can arbitrarily reduce the required core volume. The
problem with attempting to use a large gap is that the effec-
tive permeability drops so low that a large number of turns are
required to achieve the desired inductance. This forces the
use of small diameter wire where the copper losses get high
enough to cause overheating of the core.

Powdered iron cores, because of their high core loss, and
ability to operate at very high DC flux densities, generally
have a different design procedure based on temperature rise
due to core loss and Winding 10ss.ACflux densities generally
need to be kept below 400 gauss. This leads to a volume for-
mula based on AC flux density:

V _ (~1)2(L)(p,)(0.41r)
c- 4-(BAc)2(10-8)

~I = peak to peak ripple current

For ~I = 1A, L = 200p,H,p,= 75,and BAC= 300 gauss,

V = (1)2(200x10-6)(75)(0.41r) =5.25cm3
C 4 _ (300)2(10-~

To reduce core size, inductance (L) must be increased. This
seems backwards according to the formula, but ~I is in-
versely proportional to L, so the (~1)2term drops rapidly as Lis
increased, reducing required core volume. The penalty is in-
creased wire (copper) loss due to the increased turns
required.

After a tentative core is selected based on volume, a check
must be done to see if the power losses from the winding(s)
and the core itself are within the allowed limits.

The first step is to calculate the number of turns required:
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N = turns }
£e= effective magnetic path supplied on core

length (cm)
Ae= effective core area (cm2)" data sheets
/le = effective permeability (with gap)

Using the ferrite example, and assigning £e= 9cm, Ae= 1.2cm2,
/le = 100,a2OOp,Hinductor would require:

(200x 10 -6)(9) = 34.6turns (use 35)
(100)(1.2)(0.41rx 10 -8)

To calculate wire size, the usable winding window area (Aw)
must be ascertained from the core dimensions. Many data
sheets list this parameter directly. The usable window area
must allow for bobbin thickness and clearances. Total copper
area is only about 60% of window area due to air gaps around
the wire. We can now express the required wire gauge in
terms of Nand Aw.

Wire gauge (AWG)= 10 (lOg ~:~~ ~~ )

0.08 factor = area of #1gauge wire
0.6 factor = air space loss around wire

If we assume a value for Aw ofO.2in2 and use N = 35:

AWG = 10 log (0.08)(35)= 13.68(use #14)
(0.6)(0.2)

The next step is to determine the number of winding layers.This
is determined by bobbin length,or toroid inside circumference:

(
-AWG )

Layers = N (D+ 0.01) = N 0.32 - 10 20 + 0.01
LB LB

D= wire diameter in inches
LB = bobbin length or toroid inside circumference
0.01= allowance for enamel and spacing

For N = 35,AWG = #14; LB= 0.9"

(
-14 )

Layers = 35 0.32 -10 20 + 0.01 = 2.87
0.9
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The reason for calculating layers is that theAC copper losses
are very dependent on the number of layers in a winding. To
calculate AC losses, a table is used (Figure 48)which requires
a factor K:

K= D.Jf - Fp
D = wire diameter or foil thickness

For foil conductors, Fp is 1. For round wires it is equal to:

Fp= (TL+1)(Ncl(D)
Lw

TL = turns per layer
Nc = number of paralleled conductors (bifilar - Nc = 2)

D = wire diameter
Lw = length of winding (:::::LB)

LAYERS~V ;.- /'

/
2

1/
I 11..---

II / ,/ ...-

~~
,/ /'

~

For 35 turns and 3 layers, TL:::::12. #14 wire has D = 0.064. Nc
for a single wire is 1.With Lw = 0.9";

Fp= (12+ 1)ci.~(0.064)- 0.92

K is now equal to:

K= D.Jf - Fp= 0.064.J(40 x 103)(0.92) = 12.3

This is a very high K factor; in fact it is slightly off the graph in
Figure 48, but for now it illustrates the importance of AC reo
sistance calculations. The various lines on the graph repre·
sent the number of layers. With 3 layers, the AC resistance

factor is off scale at approximately 23. This means that AC reo
sistance is 23 times DC resistance. Now we can calculate
winding losses. DC winding resistance is found from:

N-e AWG_4
Roc= __ m -10 10

12

em = mean turn length (core specification)

For N = 35, em = 2.4", AWG = #14:

AWG 4
Roc = (35)(2.4) - 1010- = O.0176U

12

AC resistance is then DC resistance multiplied by AC
resistance factor (FAd

RAC= Roc - FAC= (0.0176)(23)= 0.404U

To calculate total losses, DC and AC losses are summed:

Pw = (lod2(Roc) + (IAd2(RAd

Formulas for loc and lACare shown in Figure 50. If we assume
loc = 5A, and lAC= 1A, total Winding losses are:

Pw = (5)2(0.0176)+ (1)2(0.404)= 0.44 + 0.4 = 0.94W

In this example, AC losses are about equal to DC losses. Sim·
pie inductors used in buck, boost, and buck/boost designs
may have the ratio of AC to DC losses in the range of 0.25 to
4.0. Transformer designs like flyback usually have AC losses
much higher than DC losses. Losses in the primary and sec-
ondary are calculated separately. In many cases, multiple
strands of smaller wire or copper foil must be used to reduce
the AC resistance factor to acceptable limits.

After winding losses are found, core loss must be calculated.
The first step is to find peakACflux density:

BAC= L(,:ll)
2N - Ae-10-8

.::\1= peak·to·peak winding ripple current

.::\1is the ripple current in the winding. It is the change in
winding current during the time current is flowing in the
winding. For L= 200/LH,.::\1= 2A, N = 35, and Ae = 1.2cm2:

BAC= (200x 10-6)(2) = 476 gauss
(35)(1.2)(10 - 8)



Core loss per unit volume (FIe)is found from the manufactur-
ers tables (see Figure 49) of FIe versus flux density and fre-
quency or from the following formula for typical MNZNferrite
material (ferroxcube type 3GB):

FIe= (1.3-10 -14)(BAcl2 • f1.45

For BAC= 476 gauss, f = 40kHz:
Ffe= (1.3x 10 -14) (476)2(40X 103)1.45= 0.014W/cm3

Total core loss is FIetimes core volume:

Pc= FIe· Ve= (0.014)(10)= 0.14W

Ve= effective core volume (cm3)

Core loss for a powdered iron core is approximately 25 times
higher than for ferrite. At a lower flux density of 150 gauss, a
powdered iron core would still have core losses 2.5 times that
of ferrite. Copper losses would also be higher because of the
higher inductance required to reduce AC flux density. Pow·
dered iron cores must be carefully designed to avoid over-
heating.

",'00
§

l
~
9 10

Overall losses in the ferrite core are the sum of winding
losses plus core losses:

P= Pw+ Pc=0.94+0.14= 1.08W

This loss reflects on regulator efficiency, and more impor-
tantly, core temperature rise. A 10cm3 core might have a typ-
ical thermal resistance of 20°CIW. Temperature rise in this
core with P= l.08W = (1.08) (20)= 21.6°C. 40°C rise is con·
sidered a typical design criteria, so this core is being under
utilized.

Transformer Design Example

Requirements: A flyback converter with VIN= 28VDC,
VOUT= 5V, lOUT= 6A. From previous calculations it is found
that N = 1/3, LpRI= 200/lH, and IPRI(peak)= 4.5A,with iii = 1A.

1. Calculate volume of core required with a gapped core.
First assume an effective permeability of "" 150, and
Bo= 2500gauss:

Ve= (IPRI)2• L • lie (0.411")
(Bo)2 .10-8

= (4.5)2• (200x 10 -6)(150)(0.411")= 12cm3
(2500)2• 10-8

A Pulse Engineering core #0128.005 has Ve= 13.3cm3,
Ae= 1.61cm2, Re = 8.26cm,/l= 2000.

2. Calculate required gap:

Re (-.L -1)
g= lie

/l

(8.26) (2000 -1)
= 2~~ = 0.051cm = 0.02"

If an ungapped core is used with spacers, spacer thick-
ness should be 0.0212= 0.01".

3. Calculate required turns:

N = L .Re
lie • Ae • (0.411"X 10 -8)

(200x 10 -6)(8.26)
8 =23.3

(150)(1.61)(0.411"x 10 - )
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4. Calculate wire size. Allocate 1/2 the window space for the
primary winding. Window height (build) for the 0128.005
core is 0.25" and coil length is 0.782", giving a window
area = (0.25) (0.782) = 0.196in2:

AWG = 10 log 0.08N -10 log (0.08)(23)
0.6-Aw (0.6) (0'196)

= 14.95 (use #16)

5. Calculate layers:

(
-AWG )

Layers= N 0.32 -10 20 +0.01

_1231 (0.32. ~ ~6 + 0.01)
- 0.782

= 1.79 (assume 2 layers)

6. Calculate K factor (#16 wire has D = 0.05):

F _ (TL + 1)(Nc) (D) _ (22
3

+ 1) (1)(0.05) _
p- Lw - 0.782 -0.8

K = D"'f - Fp = 0.05"'(40 x 103) (0.8) = 8.94

Roc = N - em _ 10~A~G- ~= (23)(3) - 10(~ - 4t 00230
12 12'

(em for this core is '" 3")

8. Use graph to find AC resistance factor. Interleaving of
primary and secondary reduces effective layers by two
only if primary and secondary conduct simultaneously,
which they do not in a flyback design. Use layers = 2line:

FAC= 8.3 (from graph, for K = 8.95)

9. Calculate AC winding resistance:

RAC= Roc - FAC= (0.023) (8.3) = 0.190

10. Calculate primary winding losses.

First, primary AC RMS current must be calculated. From
the chart in Figure 50:

lAC = lOUT N - VOUT
E VIN

=_6_ !1i3~= 1 95A
0.75 V28 .

I _lOUT VOUT (VOUT + N - VIN)
OC-T (VIN)2

= _6_ 5(5 + 1/3 - 28) = 2.4A
0.75 (28)2

Pw = (lAc)2 RAC+ (Ioc) 2 Roc
= (1.95)2 (0.19) + (2.4)2 (0.023) = 0.85W

11. Calculate secondary winding loss.

Turns ratio is 1/3, so the secondary will have 23/3 = 7.67
turns. Use 8 turns:

AWG = 10 log 0.08N = 10 log (0.08)(8) = 10.4
0.6Aw (0.6) (0'196)

This is rather large, stiff wire and the large diameter will
lead to large AC winding losses. A good solution might be
to use multiple smaller diameter wire wound in parallel. If
we use the length of the coil divided by 2N, it will tell us
what diameter wire can be bifilar wound to just fill one
layer:

D = --':L = 0.782 = 0 049"
2N (2)(8) .

The next smallest standard wire diameter is #18. Two #18
wires have three times the DC resistance of a single #10
wire, but AC resistance will not increase nearly that
much. Assume one layer bifilar wound #18 secondary in·
terleaved between the two primary layers (to reduce leak·
age inductance).
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N e, AWG 4 j 18 4
RDC=(~-101O- =1 8-3 -1016-

. 12 \ 12

= 0.013!lperwire

With 2 wires, total Roc = 0.013/2 = 0.0065!l.

From the chart in Figure 50:

VOUT =6 ~=4.4A
N-VIN V 1/3-28

VOUT+ N - VIN
N - VIN

Fp = (TL + 1)(NC)(O) = (8 + 1)(2)(0.04) - 0.92
Lw 0.782

K = ovr;Fp = 0.04~(40 x 103)(0.92) = 7.7

From graph, with layers = 1, FAC = 2.3:

RAC= RDC- FAC= (0.0065) (2.3) = 0.015!l

Topology DC Primary I AC Primary I DC Secondary I AC Secondary I

Flyback Vo(Vo+ N - Vi) VN-VO VO+N-Vi 1*(Vi)2 E Vi ~ 10 N -Vi

Buck 10 (0.29)(111) NA NA

Current Vo[Vo+ N(Vi- yo)] N - VO(Vi- Vol (V,- Vo)[Vo+ N(Vi- yo)]Boosted
Buck (Vi)2 (Vi)2 N(Vi)2

Boost
lo(~)

(0.29)(111) NA

Voltage

lo(~)
YO-ViBoosted

Boost V;(N+1)

Current (Vo- Vi)[Vo+ Vi(N+ 1)] Vo+Vi(N+1)
fiV~Boosted

10 N - ViBoost (Vi)2 N - Vi

Buck-Boost
10 (1+~)

(0.29)(111) NA NA
(Inverting)

Forward

~
Vo(N - Vi - Vol pi; Vo(N - Vi - Vol

10 -Vi- (Vi)2 lo~ (N - Vi)2

'Cuk
lo(~)

"0" or (0.29111) 10 "0" or (0.29111)

10 = DC output current
Vo = DC output voltage
Vi = DC input voltage
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12. Calculate core loss.

Core loss is proportional to AC flux density which is
determined by change in primary current (Ill) during
primary current flow period. For III = 1A:

B = L(IlI) = (200x 10-6)(1) = 270gauss
AC 2eNeAee10 -8 2(23)(1.61)e10-8

Ffe= (1.3x 10-14)(BAc)2e f1.45=0.0045W/cm3

Pc= F'ee Ve= (0.0045)(13.3)= O.06W

Total powerlosswith this coreis:

P= Pw + Pc= 0.85+0.65+0.06= 1.fiYN

The0128.005coreis specifiedat2.78Wfor a40°C
temperaturerise,yielding8 = 4012.78 = 14.4°CNV

IlT(core)= Pe 8 = (1.56)(14.4)= 22°C

This is a very conservativedesign. If minimum core size is
required, the procedure now is to go back to step 1 and
assumea lowereffectivepermeability(Pel, perhaps100.This
would reduce core volume and require a larger gap. More
tums would be requiredand the availablespace for copper
would go down,so copper losseswould go up. Flux density
remains constant, so core loss drops. Thermal resistance
goesup however,so the smallercoregets hotter.Inaddition,
the increasednumberof turns will increase leakageindue·
tance,whichwill increasesnubberlosses.It isn't easyfolks!

HEATSINKING INFORMATION

The efficiency of the LT1070allows it to be used without a
heatsink in many applications, but for full·power output a
heatsink is required. The equations contained in the effi·
ciency section of this data sheet will allow the user to esti·
mate fairly accurately the total power dissipation of the
chip under full load conditions. Short·circuit power dis-
sipation can be either more or less than full load, de·
pending on the topology. Calculation of short circuit
power dissipation in the LT1070 is very complicated be·
cause the "on" time of the switch is strongly dependent
on parasitic effects such as diode and inductor series
resistance, wiring losses, and leakage inductance. If
continuous output shorts must be tolerated, it is strongly
suggested that a temperature probe be used to ensure
that maximum junction is not exceeded. Thermal reo

sistance from junction to case is 2°CIW maximum, and
short circuit power dissipation almost never exceeds 10W,
so a case temperature of 100°C for commercial units and
130°C for military units will ensure that maximum junction
temperature is not exceeded.

Heat sink size for the LT1070 can be calculated if maxi-
mum power dissipation and maximum ambient tempera-
ture are known.

8HS= _TJ_-_TA_-_(P_)(8_J_cl
P

8HS= heat sink thermal resistance
P= LT1070power dissipation
8JC= LT1070junction·to·case thermal resistance (2°CIW)
TJ= LT1070maximum junction temperature
TA = maximum ambient temperature

For TJ= 100°C, TA = 60°C, P= 5W;

8HS= 100- 60 - (5)(2) = 60CIW
5

TROUBLE SHOOTING HINTS

The following is a list of "gotchas" we've put together to
help you avoid some of the pitfalls of switching power sup·
ply design. They range from obvious to subtle and serious
to hilarious. The LT1070was specifically designed to elim·
inate many of the problems commonly found in power sup-
ply design and be easy to use. The problem is that there
are a significant number of easily overlooked mistakes in
breadboarding switching regulators which result in either
instant death of the IC or electrical characteristics which
are pUZZlingto even highly experienced power supply de-
signers. So here's the list we've collected so far. We hope
your problem is on it to save you time and frustration. If
not, give us a call and we'll help fix the problem.

Before reading this section, be aware that the intent of the
author is not to insult, but rather to relate in an attention-
getting manner a list of goofs that, in many cases, he per·
sonally has had to own up to.

1. Transformer Wired Backwards
Those dots indicate polarity, not smashed flies.



2. Electrolytic Capacitors Installed Backwards
This is no problem until you bend over to see what is
wrong-then "bang", a personal demonstration of ex-
plosive venting.

3. LT1070 Input and Switch Pins Reversed
The catalog and some preliminary datasheets got out
with the wrong pinout for the plastic TO·220 package.
Our apologies. Pin 5 is input on TO·220packages.

4. No Input Bypass Capacitor
Switching regulators draw current from the input sup·
ply in pulses. Long input wires can cause dips in the
input voltage at the switching frequency. Breadboards
should have a large (~100pF) input capacitor up close
to the regulator.

5. Fred's Inductor (Or Transformer)
Inductors are not like lawn mowers. If you want to bor·
row the one out of Fred's drawer, make sure it's the
right value for your application.

A 50JlH inductor with 50V applied will have a current
increasing with time at the rate of 1 amp per microsec·
ond. It doesn't take a calculator to see that things can
get out of hand quickly during the 25Jls period of a
40kHz switcher. Likewise, if "Fred's inductor" is 50
millihenries, it will probably saturate at such low cur-
rent levels that it is useless, not to mention the fact
that the transient response can be measured on a
Simpson YOM. Use the formulas in the application
note to get a ball park inductance value before start-
ing a breadboard.

6. Wimpy Magnetic Cores
Core sizes for the LT1070 will vary from 3-20 cubic
centimeters of core material for properly designed in-
ductors or transformers. A thumbnail size core will
simply saturate and get hot when asked to operate at
ampere current levels. Breadboard with man-sized
cores, then optimize the core size for production.

7. Rats Nest Wiring
The LT1070 is not a jelly bean op amp that can be
wired up with two·foot clip leads. It achieves its high
efficiency by switching current at very high speeds.
Long wires will cause every component connected to
them to look like an inductor at these speeds. This not
only causes totally unpredictable operation; it can
generate fatal (to components) transient voltages. Use
veryshort wires to interconnect power components on
the breadboard, including bypass capacitors, catch
diodes, LT1070pins, transformer leads, etc.

8. No Snubber Network
The LT1070 will tolerate a lot of abuse, but it cannot be
over·voltaged on the switch pin and survive to tell the
tale. The 65V maximum switch voltage must be ob-
served. Any design using a transformer or tapped in-
ductor will have enough leakage inductance to cause
transients well above 65V if no snubber network is
used. Load currents and input voltages should be in-
creased slowly while monitoring switch voltage to en-
sure that the initial snubber design is adequate.

9. 60Hz Diodes
The LT1070 will eat 1N914 and 1N4001 diodes, and not
even burp. Diode currents, especially during startup,
can exceed 5 amps. This takes care of the 1N914's.
The 1N4001 's will last for a little while, until the heat
generated by their horribly slow turn-off charac-
teristics causes them to self-destruct. Use diodes
designed for switching applications, with adequate
current ratings. Turn-ontime is also important to avoid
overvoltage stress on other components. (See diode
section.)

10. Something from Nothing
The first step in designing with the LT1070 is to see if
it will provide the required power level. Each topology
has a different maximum output power that it can
provide, depending on things such as input voltage,
output voltage, and transformer turns ratio. Secondary
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effects such as inductance values and switch resis-
tance may also limit power. The power graph on page
10 is a rough guide to maximum power levels. Use it as
a quick guide only. More exact formulas are contained
in the application section. Oh by the way, if you
thought about paralleling lT1070's for more power-
sorry it won't work. You can't get to the internal 40kHz
oscillator to get them in sync.

11. Input Supply Gets Clobbered
The lT1070 can draw input currents of up to 6 amps
during startup. It has to charge up the large output
capacitor and it does this at a rate set by the internal
current limit unless optional soft start is added. The
start-up surge may trip over-current latches on some
supplies, causing them to stay off until power is
recycled.

Steady-state problems can also occur. Switching
regulators try to deliver constant load voltage. With a
given load, this means constant load power. For a
high efficiency system, input power also remains con-
stant, so input current increases as input voltage de-
creases. Low input voltage conditions may require
such high input currents that the input supply current
limits. This causes the supply voltage to drop further,
forcing a permanent latch condition. See current limit
and soft start sections.

12. Didn't Read the Datasheet
Then you shall have no pie.

13. Stray Coupling to the Vc or FB Pins
Voltages on the FB and Vc pin are referenced to the
lT1070 ground pin. In some topologies the ground pin
is switching between input voltage and system
ground. Stray capacitance between Vc or FB pins and
system ground will act like coupling to a switching

source. Minimize this capacitance. The problem is
particularly acute when using an RC box to iterate fre-
quency compensation on the Vc pin. Even configura-
tions which have the lT1070 ground pin "grounded"
may have problems if the RC box picks up switching
energy.

SUBHARMONIC OSCillATIONS

Current mode SWitching regulators which operate with a
duty cycle greater than 50% and have continuous inductor
current can exhibit a duty cycle instability known as sub·
harmonic oscillations. This effect is not harmful to the
regulator and in many cases it does not even affect the
output regulation. Its most annoying effect is to produce a
high-pitched squeal from power components which ef-
fectively have their 40kHz operating frequency modulated
by submultiple frequencies; 20kHz, 10kHz, etc. Subhar-
monic oscillations do not depend on the closed loop
characteristics of the regulator. They can occur even when
zero feedback is used. Ordinary closed loop instabilities
can also cause audible sounds from switching regulators,
but they tend to be in the range of hundreds of hertz to
several kilohertz.

The source of subharmonic oscillations is the simul-
taneous conditions of fixed frequency and fixed peak am-
plitude of inductor current as shown in part a of the
accompanying figure.

I---OSCILLATOR-I
I PERIOO I



The inductor current starts at 11, at the beginning of each
switch on cycle. Current increases at a rate (51) equal to
input voltage divided by inductor value. When current
reaches the trip level, 12, the current mode loop shuts off
the switch and current begins to fall at a rate 52 until the
switch is again turned on by the oscillator. Now watch
what happens when the point T1 is perturbed so that the
current exceeds 12 by ~1. The time left for the current to fall
is reduced so that the minimum current point is increased
by ~l H152/51. This will cause the minimum current on
the next cycle to decrease by (~l + ~l 52/51) (52/51). On
each succeeding cycle the current perturbation is multi·
plied by 52151. If 52/51 is greater than 1, the system is un·
stable. The condition 52/51 ~ 1 occurs at a duty cycle of
50% or higher.

5ubharmonic oscillations can be eliminated if an artificial
ramp is superimposed on the inductor current waveform
as shown in part b of the figure. If this ramp has a slope of
5x, the requirement for stability is that 5x + 51 be larger
than 52. This leads to the following equation:
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5x~ 51 ~2~~C 1) DC = duty cycle

For duty cycles less than 50% (DC = 0.5), 5x is a negative
number and is not required. For larger duty cycles, 5x
takes on values dependent on 51 and duty cycle. 51 is sim-
ply VIN/L. This yields an equation for the minimum value of
inductance for a fixed value of 5x;

L >VIN(2DC-1)
MIN- 5x(1- DC)

The LT1070 has an internal 5x voltage ramp fed into the
current amplifier whose equivalent current referred value
is 2 x 105 A/sec. A sample calculation for minimum induc·
tance with VIN= 15V, DC = 60% is shown

L - (15)(2-0.6-1) -375H
MIN- (2x105)(1-0.6) - . iL

Remember that for discontinuous operation, no subhar·
monic oscillations can occur. Likewise, with duty cycle
less than 50%, there is no restriction on inductor size.
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Supply Voltage
LT1070171 HV (See Note 1) 60V
LT1070171 (See Note 1) 40V

Switch Output Voltage
LT1070171 HV 75V
LT1070171 65V

Feedback Pin Voltage (Transient, 1ms) ± 15V
Operating Junction Temperature Range

LT1070171 HVM, LT1070171M - 55°e to + 150°C
LT1070171HVC, LT1070171C (OpeL) ooe to + 1000e
LT1070171 HVe, LT1070171C (Sh. Ckt.) O°C to + 125°e

Storage Temperature Range - 65°e to + 1500e
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10sec) 300°C

Nole 1: Minimum switch "on" time for the LT1070/LT1 071 in currenllimit is
~ 1.0~sec. This limits the maximum input voltage during short circuit
conditions, in the buck and inverting modes only, to ~ 35V. Normal
(unshorted) conditions are not affected. Mask changes are being imple-
mented which will reduce minimum "on" time to "l~sec, increasing
maximum short circuit input voltage above 40V. If the present LT10701
LT1071 (contact factory for package date code) is being operated in the
buck or inverting mode at high input voltages and short circuit conditions
are expected, a resistor must be placed in series with the inductor, as
follows:

PACKAGE/ORDER InFORmATiOn
ORDER PARTiNUMBER

LT1070/LT1071 HVMK
LT1070/LT1071MK

LT1070/L T1071HVeK
LT1070/LT1071CK

LT1070/L T1071HVCT
LT1070/LT1071CT

The value of the resistor is given by:
t· f· V1N - Vf

R=----RL
I(LlMIT)

t = Minimum "on" time of LT1070/LT1071 in current limit, ~ 1~s
f = Operating frequency (40kHz)
Vf = Forward voltage of external catch diode at I(LlMIT)
IILlMIT)=Current limit of LT1070 (~8A), LT1071 (~4A)
RL= Internal series resistance of inductor

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Unless otherwise specified, VIN = 15V, Vc = O.5V, VFB = VREF, output pin open.
SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
VREF Reference Voltage Measured at Feedback Pin 1.224 1.244 1.264 V

• 1.214 1.244 1.274
IB Feedback Input Current VFB=VREF 350 750 nA

• 1100
gm Error Amplifier 61c= ±25~A 3000 4400 6000 ~mho

Transconductance • 2400 7000
Error Amplifier Source or Vc= 1.5V 150 200 350 ~A
Sink Current • 120 400 ~A
Error Amplifier Clamp Hi Clamp, VFB= 1V 1.8 2.3 V
Voltage LoClamp, VFB= 1.5V 0.25 0.38 0.52 V
Reference Voltage Line 3V "V1N "VMAX • 0.03 'ioN"
Regulation

Av Error Amplifier Voltage 0.7V"Vc,,1.4V 500 800 2000 VN
Gain
Minimum Input Voltage • 2.6 3.0 V

10 Supply Current 3V <V1N <VMAX,Vc= 0.6V 6 9 mA
Control Pin Threshold Duty Cycle = 0 0.8 0.9 1.08 V

• 0.6 1.25
NormalfFlyback Threshold 0.4 0.45 0.54 V
on Feedback Pin

VFB Flyback Reference Voltage IFB=50~A 15 16.3 17.6 V• 14 18
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SYMBOL PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
VFB Change in Flyback 0.05~IFB~1mA 4.5 6.8 8.5 V

Reference Voltage
Flyback Reference Voltage IFB= 5O,JI 0.Q1 0.03 %N
Line Regulation 3V <VIN<VMAX
Flyback Amplifier <1lc= ±10~A 150 300 500 ~mho
Transconductance (gm)
Flyback Amplifier Source Vc= 1.5V Source • 15 32 70 ,JI
and Sink Current IFB= 5O,JI Sink • 25 40 70 ,JI

BV Output Switch Breakdown 3V~VIN~VMAX LT1070/L T1071 • 65 90 V
Voltage Isw=5mA LT1070HVILT1071 HV • 75 90 V

VSAT Output Switch (Note 1) LT1070 • 0.15 0.24 0
"On" Resistance LT1071 • 0.3 0.5 0
Control Voltage to Switch LT1070 8 AN
Current Transconductance LT1071 4 AN

ILiM Switch Current Limit (LT1070) Duty Cycle",50% Tj~25°C • 5 10 A
DutyCycle~50% Tj<25°C • 5 11 A
Duty Cycle = 80% (Note 2) • 4 10 A

ILiM Switch Current Limit (LT1071) Duty Cycle~5O% Ti~25°C • 2.5 5 A
Duty Cycle ~5O% Ti<25°C • 2.5 5.5 A
Duty Cycle = 80% (Note 2) • 2 5 A

<1IIN Supply Current Increase 25 35 mAlA
<1lsw During Switch On·Time

f Switching Frequency 35 40 45 kHz• 33 47
DC (max) Maximum Switch Duty Cycie 90 92 97 %

Flyback Sense Delay Time 1.5 ~s
Shutdown Mode 3V~VIN~VMAX 100 250 ,J\
Supply Current Vc=0.05V
Shutdown Mode 3V~VIN~VMAX 100 150 250 mV
Threshold Voltage • 50 300 mV

The. denotes the specifications which apply over the full operating
temperature range.
Note 1: Measured with Vc in hi clamp, VFB= 0.8V.lsw = 4A for LT1070 and
2A for LT1071.

Note 2: For duty cycles (DC) between 50% and 80%, minimum guaranteed
switch current is given by ILiM= 3.33 (2 - DC) for the LT1070 and ILiM= 1.67
(2 - DC) for the LT1071.

TYPICAL PERFORmAnCE CHARACTERISTICS
Switch Current Limit vs Duty Cycle Maximum Duty Cycle
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Minimum Input Voltage
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Normal/Flyback Mode Threshold
on Feedback Pin
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INDUCTORfTRANSFORMER MANUFACTURERS
Pulse Engineering Inc. (619/268·2400)
P.O. Box 12235, San Diego, CA 92112
Hurricane Electronics Lab (801/635·2003)
P.O. Box 1280, Hurricane, UT 84737
Coilcraft Inc. (312/639·2361)
1102 Silver Lake Rd., Cary, IL 60013
Renco Electronics, Inc. (516/586·5566)
60 Jefryn Blvd. East, Deer Park, NY 11729

CORE MANUFACTURERS
Ferroxcube (ferrites) (914/246·2811)
5083 Kings Highway, Saugerties, NY 12477
Micrometals (powdered iron) (714/630·7420)
1190 N. Hawk Circle, Anaheim, CA 92807
Pyroferric International Inc. (powdered iron) (217/849·3300)
200G Madison St., Toledo, IL 62468
Fair·Rite Products Corp. (ferrites) (914/895·2055)
P.O. Box J, Wallkill, NY 12589
Stackpole Corp., Ferrite Products Group (814/781·1234)
Stackpole St., St. Mary's, PA 15857
Magnetics Division-Spang & Co. (ferrites) (412/282·8282)
P.O. Box 391, Butler, PA 16003

TDK Corp. of America, Industrial Ferrite Products
(312/679·8200) 4709 W. Golf Rd., Skokie, IL 60076

Pressman, A.I., "Switching and Linear Power Supply,
Power Converter Design", Hayden Book Co., Hasbrouck
Heights, New Jersey, 1977, ISBN 0·8104·5847-0.
Chryssis, G., "High Frequency Switching Power Supplies,
Theory and Design", McGraw Hill, New York, 1984, ISBN
0-07-010949·4.
Grossner, N.R., "Transformers for Electronic Circuits",
McGraw Hill, New York, 1983, ISBN 0·07·024979-2.
Middlebrook, R.D., and 'Cuk, S., "Advances in Switched
Mode Power Conversion", Volumes I, II, III, TESLA Co.,
Pasadena, Calif., 1983.
Proceedings of Powercon, Power Concepts, Inc., Box
5226, Ventura, Calif.
"Linear Ferrite Magnetic Design Manual", Ferroxcube
Inc., Saugerties, New York.
"Design Manual for SMPS Power Transformers", Pulse
Engineering Inc., San Diego, Calif.

TO·3 Type Metal Can (Steel)
K Package

TO·220 Type Plastic
T Package




